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Executive Summary 

This document presents the exploitation of the ASFM language in the DECODER project. It 
enables the creation of links between five kinds of artifacts: the source code, the 
documentation, the UML models, the unit verification and the integration tests. 

The key used technologies are: 

 Manipulation of the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) and its dependencies for the source 
code, 

 Natural Language Processing (NLP) and documentation parsers for the 
documentation, 

 Eclipse, visual graph manipulation, consistency verification for UML models, 

 Graphical Debugging, Interactive Abstract Interpretation and Deductive Verification 
with Frama-C for the unit verification, 

 Automated scriptless testing tool at the GUI level, test-sequence, model inference and 
coverage with TESTAR for the system testing. 

These technologies are fully compatible with the PKM (Persistent Knowledge Monitor = central 
information database of DECODER) and the ASFM language and are used to support the 
POST, GET, and UPDATE operations that are required to manage the different artifacts stored 
in the PKM. The main sections of this document are focused on the description of these three 
operations (cf. sections 2, 3, and 4). Besides, a specific GUI guides the reviewer’s actions to 
help her/him achieving natural review tasks on simplified artifacts/small documents. 

With such operations, the reviewer should be able 

 to load an artifact from the PKM, focused on the part under review; this artifact should 
contain all the information available in the PKM for the required format; the result of the 
load operation is the artifact plus an ASFM description. 

 to refine the artifact or to solve the inconsistencies in this artifact; 

 to send the modifications done on this artifact to the PKM by using the ASFM 
description to delimit the range of the modifications.  

The following graphical diagram positions the deliverable and shows the relationships with 
other deliverables. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose 

This document explains how the whole WP3 toolchain exploits the ASFM language with the 

objective of helping/assisting the reviewer in her/his reviewing task. It defines the algorithms 

that are implemented in D3.2, D3.4 and that will be implemented in D3.5. The data stored in 

the PKM and the transformation algorithms presented in this document provide a consistent 

workshop for the reviewer. In this workshop, s/he should remain concentrated on her/his task 

on her/his local machine without having to support the whole project management. This 

deliverable explains how the tools around ASFM enable to avoid: 

 long compilation and link time to build the project, 

 long debug sessions before reaching a problem, 

 complex tests management, 

 difficulties to update documentation, UML models and formal annotations when these 

are desynchronized with the related source code.  

The ASFM language provides an intermediate representation for the reviewer to create a local 

work session (see Figure 1). ASFM documents are extracted from the PKM (seen here as an 

intelligent database) and, by sending them back to the PKM, the reviewer enables the PKM to 

update all the relative documents affected by her/his local modifications. 

 

Figure 1: Organization of a review session (see Figure 1 of D3.1 "ASFM language definition") 

ASFM is useful for the update of the most complex artifacts (source code, documentation) in 

their original format (raw source code, raw documentation). The artifact’s update process starts 

with an extraction (query GET) of ASFM files from the PKM. The results of the extraction are: 

 a file (summary.json in Figure 2) that defines the location and the nature of the 

extracted files, 

 a subpart of the raw artifacts (e.g., the text of the source code) stored in the PKM, 

 a subpart of the json artifacts (e.g., the Abstract Syntax Tree of the code) stored in the 

PKM. 
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Figure 2: Update of artifact with ASFM 

Then the reviewer modifies the raw artifacts with convenient tools, i.e., a source code editor,  

in her/his local hard disk. The tools used by the query POST to translate the raw artifacts in 

json artifacts (with some possible loss of information) are applied on the modified raw artifacts 

to create the modified json artifacts. A json diff between the artifacts and the presence of the 

modified raw artifacts enables to create a patch for the raw artifacts stored in the PKM. This 

patch is then applied by the query UPDATE to update the raw artifacts in the PKM. 

The interactions between the reviewer and the PKM may appear to be complex. Therefore, to 

reduce this complexity the reviewer will be provided with a GUI (see Section 4.5) designed to 

this end, making the connection with the PKM and the utilities described in this deliverable 

transparent to the user. The GUI makes the interactions far simpler: a GUI query to revise the 

documentation of a class will not only upload a docx document, but also the source code of 

the class and an additional hidden file to prepare the future update of the PKM. The reviewer 

can then review the code and save her/his comments in the docx document. Once finished, 

the updated documentation (and the modified source files) will be sent through the GUI to the 

PKM with the perimeter of the modifications defined in the hidden file. 

This deliverable shows the capabilities of the tools developed in tasks T3.2, T3.3, T3.4 and 

T3.5 that are described respectively in D3.2, D3.4 and D3.5.  

It represents a revised version (1.4) that integrates the comments and recommendations made 

at the second project review in April 2021. 

1.2 Overall organisation of the document 

This deliverable presents the link between ASFM, the PKM and the different tools used during 

a review session in DECODER. It tries to explain the context in which each tool is called and 

how the tool works. It first describes POST operations to the PKM: they are used to create 

PKM documents from the artifacts of the project – exploitation part of ASFM. It then describes 

the GET operations from the PKM that create ASFM documents – generation part of ASFM. 

The fourth section describes the UPDATE operations that extract parts of the documents from 

the PKM to be worked by the reviewer and that update the new documents in the PKM. The 

DELETE operations are not presented in this deliverable, since they mainly operate on PKM 

artifacts, i.e., they are rather considered as UPDATE operations with an empty content. 
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The fifth section provides a query language for the reviewer, to make her/him more efficient in 

retrieving the (parts of the) artifacts that are relevant for the reviewing task. It will help to 

prepare a review session with some predefined queries. 

The sixth section provides an overview of the GUI. It shows the simplifications brought by the 

GUI for the interactions with the PKM. The last section shows how ASFM is – going to be – 

used for the different use cases considered in DECODER, that are the Ethernet linux driver 

(use-case A), opencv (use-case B), My Thai Star (use-case C) and Sat4J (use-case D). 

Several tools working with the ASFM format however need additional developments to become 

fully effective on the use-cases. The TESTAR integration and the POST operations are well 

advanced – the POST operations lay between the prototype and the Minimal Viable Product. 

The GET operations are usually between the Proof of Concepts and the prototype. Finally, the 

UPDATE operations are mainly under development at the beginning of the last year of the 

DECODER project. 
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2 POST operations: from software project artifacts to PKM 

POST operations concern the source code, the documentation, the UML models and the 

verification artifacts. Besides source code, source code files may include additional content 

like documentation (e.g., javadoc and doxygen comments) as well as specifications or formal 

annotations (e.g., JML, ACSL, ACSL++ annotation comments). 

To successfully execute POST operations, all these artifacts have to be prepared and 

processed by the corresponding DECODER tool to be translated into the ASFM and the PKM 

JSON formats defined in DECODER. 

Next subsections elaborate on the tools and transformation process followed to perform POST 

operations over each type of artifact. 

2.1 Source Code upload in PKM with ASFM dependencies 

To translate the source code into the PKM, the key technology is a converter of the code into 

an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) described in JSON format according to the JSON Schema 

defined in the PKM. This AST is specific to the different languages used in DECODER, i.e., C, 

C++ and Java. 

The source code is likely to contain formatted comments – document comments and in rare 

cases formal annotations coming from the reviewer work. This formatted content is saved in 

separate ASFM files (one for the comments and one for the formal annotations). When the 

comments or the annotations refer to source code constructions, they use a “path” field to point 

out the related content in the other artifact (or inside the same artifact). The “path” is likely to 

be formatted as JSON-Path1, but this expression needs to be adapted for each artifact.This 

translation process is illustrated further on using the OpenCV use case (see Section 7.2). 

2.1.1 Source code translation with dependencies 

To provide better exchanges with the other artifacts, the next version of the ASFM format tries 

to require the following rules on the AST: 

 The AST is organized as a tree of node elements (a node element can be a 

namespace/module, a function, a type definition, a variable declaration, a class, a 

method, a field declaration, etc. depending on the considered source language). 

Besides, this tree may include some constraints between its nodes (e.g., a 

namespace/module can only appear at top level or inside another 

namespace/module). The PKM stores all the details of the source code in the AST, 

i.e., the details of the function bodies and the attributes of some declarations. From 

the reviewer point of view, the declaration/definition of the nodes is the most interesting 

part, since it is sufficient to synchronize the source code with the other artifacts (the 

                                                

1 https://goessner.net/articles/JsonPath/ 

https://goessner.net/articles/JsonPath/
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documentation rarely makes reference to a function body) and since the diff/patch2 

tools can soundly modify the source code with a patch created from a change in the 

AST. 

 Each node of the AST that corresponds to a chunk of text in the source code should 

have a “type” field, a “name” field, and a precise location (which may be inherited from 

its parent node, in particular, its file name) in the source files of the project as shown 

in the example extracted from the C++ Use Case B below. 

 
... 

{  

"type": "enum", 

"name": "AccessFlag", 

"file": "modules/core/include/opencv2/core/mat.hpp", 

"start_line": 64, 

"end_line": 65, 

"body": [ ... ] 

}, 

... 

Listing 1: ASFM Excerpt related to the AST 

 For each class, method, function, the PKM should provide some lexical, syntactic and 

semantic dependencies. These dependencies concern:  

1. the definition of the fields of the class and the fields of its inherited classes, 

which enables computing the size of the data structure and using externally the 

class as a record, 

2. the declaration of the entire class or the method/function signature, which 

enables parsing any usage of the class/method/function without any ambiguity, 

3. the definition for all external declarations used in the body of the class and the 

functions/methods. 

The condition (1) enables the compiler computing the size of the data structure (sizeof 

construction of the C/C++ language) and using externally the class as a record, without 

any method. The condition (2) enables parsing any usage of the class/method/function 

without any ambiguity. The condition (3) enables providing a complete definition of the 

class, which enables to create a minimal translation unit that will be used to test/debug 

another class/method/function. 

The lexical, syntactic and semantic dependencies are in specific “requires” fields of the ASFM 

AST – see the example extracted from the C++ OpenCV Use Case of the AST below. 

 
{ 

  "type": "class", 

  "name": "SparseMat", 

  "fields_requires": 

  [ { 

      "type": "struct", 

      "name": "Hdr", 

                                                

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diff and https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patch_(Unix) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diff
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patch_(Unix)
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      "level": "declaration" 

      "path": "@.Hdr", 

    } 

  ] 

  "compilation_requires": 

  [ { 

      "type": "class", 

      "name": "SparseMatIterator", 

      "path": "$.cv.SparseMatIterator" 

    }, 

    { 

      "type": "class", 

      "name": "SparseMatConstIterator", 

      "path": "$.cv.SparseMatIterator " 

    }, 

    { 

      "type": "class", 

      "name": "Mat", 

      "path": "$.cv.Mat" 

    } 

  ] 

  "link_requires": 

  [{ 

      "type": "struct", 

      "name": "Node", 

      "path": "@.Node" 

    }, 

    { 

      "type": "class", 

      "name": "Mat", 

      "path": "$.cv.Mat" 

      "methods": 

      [ { 

          "signature": "int() const", 

          "name": "type" 

        }, 

        ..., 

        { 

          "signature": "void(int, int, int)", 

          "name": "create" 

        }, 

      ] 

    } 

  ] 

} 

Listing 2: fields “requires” of the AST 

If the reviewer needs to look at the class reference by the field “path”, the request to the PKM 

translates it depending on the targeted artifact. For example, if the targeted artifact is the 

source code, a “path” field like “$.cv.Size” that has type “class” is translated into “$[?(@.name 

== “cv”)].body.[?(@.name == “Size” && @.type == “class”)]” in JsonPath3 to dive into the 

appropriate AST document. If the reviewer wants the documentation instead of the source 

code of this class “cv::Size”, then the translation is different. 

 

                                                

3 https://github.com/json-path/JsonPath 

https://github.com/json-path/JsonPath
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2.1.2 Translation of documentations/annotations as comments with dependencies 

The formatted comments are translated into a documentation artifact. They follow the same 

hierarchy as the source code. The DECODER project only supports the Doxygen comments 

and the javadoc comments. 

The annotations follow exactly the same schema. The DECODER project only supports the 

JML annotations and the ACSL/ACSL++ comments. 

The formatting only retains the two first rules concerning the AST in section 2.1.1: 

 The documentation is organized as a sequence of documentation nodes: a 

documentation node can be the documentation of a namespace/module, a function, a 

type definition, a variable declaration, a class, a method, a field declaration. 

 Each node of the documentation that corresponds to a chunk of text in the source code 

should have a “name”, a “path” in the source code artifact corresponding to the 

attached declaration, and a precise location in the source files of the project. 
[ 

  { 

    "name": "cv", 

    "classes":  

    [ 

      { 

        "name": "SparseMat", 

        "path": "@cv.SparseMat", 

        "file": "modules/core/include/opencv2/core/mat.hpp", 

        "start_line":2586, 

        "end_line": 2664, 

        "doc": "The class SparseMat represents multi-dimensional sparse numerical 

arrays. …", 

        "methods":  

        [ 

          { 

            "name": "SparseMat", 

            "signature": "()", 

            "path": "@.SparseMat", 

            "doc": "Various SparseMat constructors." 

          }, 

          ... 

        ] 

      } 

    ] 

  } 

]  

Listing 3: ASFM translation of the comments related to the documentation 

With the three artifacts – source code, documentation and annotations –, it is possible to 

recreate a source code with the following content: 

 The result contains only the code of the class under review, with information about the 

related file, and the line where this code can be found. If the code compiles, it is possible 

to do a review, add new methods and send the updated code to the PKM. If the code 

is capable of creating an executable, it is possible to debug a usage of the class, to 

correct the code and to send the correction to the PKM. Having a subpart of the source 
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code does not prevent to update the original raw source code: a patch4  for the source 

code in the PKM can be created with the file and the line fields of Listing 3 and with the 

modified code of the class under review. 

 The result contains the code and the comments. Hence the reviewer can correct the 

comments, update the PKM and update the complete source files. 

 The result contains the code and the comments and the annotations. Hence the 

reviewer can add new formal annotations (JML and ACSL) and verify them with the 

appropriate tools (OpenJML, Frama-C/Frama-Clang). If the verification fails, the 

reviewer can correct the annotations or add new ones; then s/he can update the PKM 

with the latest changes and update the complete source files. To avoid polluting the 

raw source files with a large number of annotations, s/he has the possibility to leave 

them only in the annotation artifact of the PKM. 

2.1.3 C specificities 

DECODER has implemented a new dump function in Frama-C to provide the source code and 

the ACSL annotations in ASFM format: this function is accessible through the option -json. It 

produces three files 'result.json', 'annot_result.json' and 'comments_result.json'. The two first 

files are sent in the “source code” and “annotation” artifacts. 

However, the Frama-C parser provides its own annotated libc for parsing the source files. This 

is a limitation since libc does not contain all the standard unix/linux headers or the windows.h 

headers. If the Frama-C parser manages the use-case A (watchdog/ethernet driver), it requires 

some stubs provided by the excavator tool (https://zenodo.org/record/4383876 and 

https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/driver_annotations/-/tree/features/excavator/tools/excavator) to 

summarize the linux headers. 

2.1.4 C++ specificities 

DECODER has adapted the dump function of clang to generate the AST of the source code 
for the “source code” artifact. This is the current version that works, in particular on use-case 
B related to openCV, to send the C++ source code to the PKM.  

clang++ -Xclang -ast-dump=json -fsyntax-only file1.cpp > file1.json 

The resulting file1.json contains the source code, the doxygen comments and the annotations 
as raw comments starting with the character @. 

DECODER has developed a post-treatment that creates the C/C++ source code, the doxygen 

documentation and the ACSL++ formal annotations in separate outputs from the file file1.json. 

The post-treatment also generates these three files for each file referenced in the translation 

unit. Hence, the annotation and the documentation need to be located in a particular source 

file: the documentation of a class is attached to the source file that defines the class. 

 

                                                

4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patch_(Unix) 

https://zenodo.org/record/4383876
https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/driver_annotations/-/tree/features/excavator/tools/excavator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patch_(Unix)
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2.1.5 Java specificities 

DECODER has implemented a new tool ASTExtractor to generate SourcecodeJava artifacts 

of the PKM. This tool is based on the https://javaparser.org/5 tooling 

java -jar ASTExtractor.jar -file=file1.java 

This command generates three JSON files, the AST file, the comments files (including 

javadoc), and the annotations file. 

2.2 Translation of the Documentation in ASFM format for PKM storage 

Documentation can come from different sources with different objectives. However, in the 

DECODER project we limit documentation to documentation included in the source code (see 

section 2.1.2), documentation created in external structured documents (text, markdown, 

docx/odt) and also official documentation in Jupyter Notebook. 

The documentation in the source code (i.e., comments) is the initial source of documentation. 

It contains few schemas, and it is necessarily limited to avoid polluting the source code. It 

nevertheless attaches the documentation to specific constructions of the source code. 

DECODER uses the documentation of external structured documents as a way to add missing 

fields in the documentation artifact. Improving the documentation can be a time-consuming 

task for the reviewer. The missing fields may contain both text and images explaining the 

algorithms of the source code, how the methods are connected, and/or what are the precise 

pre-conditions and post-conditions of a method. In DECODER, such documents are 

considered as intermediate formats before the final documentation in Jupyter Notebook. The 

PKM produces it (e.g., in docx format) from the ASFM format. The reviewer modifies it (the 

docx file) and sends the modifications back to the PKM. 

The official documentation for the external users is expected to be in Jupyter Notebook. It can 

contain programmatic animations explaining the algorithms. It should be automatically 

generated from the content of the PKM. Jupyter Notebook can also be modified. However, in 

such a case, it should be considered as an input format to update the PKM. 

The key algorithm for managing the code documentation consists in translating a succession 

of paragraphs with different styles into a hierarchical structure: library/namespace/module that 

contain functions and classes. Classes contain subclasses, fields, methods, class invariants. 

Methods contain pre-conditions, post-conditions, specific behaviors, relative methods and a 

description of their algorithms. Hence, the translation algorithm visits the successive 

paragraphs and uses a local (implicit or explicit) stack on the resulting ASFM structure to 

provide a correct translation into the ASFM format. 

 

                                                

5 https://javaparser.org/ 

https://javaparser.org/
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The tool doc_to_asfm6, developed for DECODER, translates docx documents into ASFM for 

the documentation. It has the following architecture: 

 

Figure 3: Architecture of the tool doc_to_asfm 

The algorithm to parse the structure of the document has only 750 lines in the DSL. It is 

expanded in a state-machine parser, able to be interrupted, that has 1500 lines of code. 

Since this tool could have a broader audience than the DECODER project to translate office 

documents into structured JSON, it is engaged in a Campaign of beta-testing with the H2020 

ReachOut project https://www.reachout-project.eu/view/Main/. The tool is planned to be 

renamed as doc2json with two users: a coder who writes the parsing algorithm for the style of 

document and a user who runs the tool to produce JSON documents that could then be used 

for different objectives. 

The doc_to_asfm tool is currently planned to be used to train the NLP (Natural Language 

Processing) of WP2 in order to generate (semi-)formal annotations. Annotations are not easy 

to write from a high-level documentation. To reduce the problem, the reviewer has to 

understand the algorithm and is invited to write, in natural language, the pre-conditions, the 

post-conditions, the local chain of functions (called functions and calling functions) as well as 

the similar functions. This natural language mixes some code constructions and connections 

between these constructions. In this context, the role of the NLP is to produce the correct 

connections between the code constructions to create logic formula as valid annotations. 

2.3 Translation of the Models in ASFM format 

2.3.1 Class Diagrams and Class dependencies 

DECODER has implemented the classModelXMI2JSONTransformer tool to create, from a 

given UML class model built using the UML Designer tool,  ClassModel artifacts following the 

JSON schemas defined in the PKM. The tool is invoked with the following command: 

java -jar classModelXMI2JSONTransformer.jar classModel.uml 

                                                

6 https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/doc_to_asfm 
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document
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https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/doc_to_asfm
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This command generates a JSON file of the PKM format associated to a UML Class model. 

The JSON schema of the PKM file was presented in D1.1. 

The classModelXMI2JSONTransformer tool also allows the generation of the ASFM file associated 

to a UML Class model. The JSON schema of the ASFM file was presented in D3.1. To do so, 

the -asfm option should be included in the invocation as follows: 

java -jar classModelXMI2JSONTransformer.jar -asfm classModel.uml 

2.3.2 State Machine Diagrams and Event dependencies 

The tool stateMachineModelXMI2JSONTransformer takes as input a UML state machine 

model and generates a JSON file of the PKM format associated to a UML state model. The 

JSON schema of the PKM file was presented in D1.1. The command to invoke the tool is: 

java -jar stateMachineModelXMI2JSONTransformer.jar stateModel.uml 

The stateMachineModelXMI2JSONTransformer tool also allows the generation of the ASFM file 

associated to a UML state model. The JSON schema of the ASFM file was presented in D3.1. 

To do so, the -asfm option should be included in the invocation as follows: 

java -jar stateMachineModelXMI2JSONTransformer.jar -asfm stateModel.uml 

2.4 POST of the GUI System Testing Results into the PKM 

In absence of annotations, TESTAR enables performing many verifications for the reviewer. 

The TESTAR tool interacts with the System Under Test (SUT) through its Graphical User 

Interface (GUI) in order to test it. TESTAR is a System Testing validation tool that automatically 

explores the SUT by applying oracles at the GUI and Document Object Model (DOM) level to 

detect errors, and which infers a State Model about the behavior of the SUT from the GUI point 

of view. Oracles are just data that provides the expected results of the SUT in the context of 

the GUI events. 

The artifacts created by TESTAR are files with different formats and sizes that cannot be easily 

transformed into a valid JSON format that does not exceed the 16MB limit size – MongoDB 

limit for a single document. That is why it has been decided to create the JSONs that we 

introduce in the PKM with summary information and external references to all the files. For 

example, referencing a directory in the TESTAR tool environment or an external database that 

stores the entire State Model and all the results of testing a given version of an application 

(see Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Create TESTAR tool Artifacts and POST to the PKM.  

2.4.1 GUI Test Results 

Test Results Artifacts are a set of files such as logs, screenshots, HTML reports and java 

binary files, that contains step-by-step information about discovered states, available and 

selected actions, and the verification of defined oracles. By default, these files are stored in 

the machine where TESTAR is installed, but there is also the possibility of implementing 

remote file storage with an additional database. 

Furthermore, if in TESTAR protocols there is the additional integration of tools intended to 

perform test coverage, such as JaCoCo with Java applications, Test Results Artifacts can also 

contain informative reports intended to indicate the code coverage that the TESTAR 

sequences have come to achieve. 

The JSON Artifact Test Results file is created at the end of the TESTAR execution with 

summarized information about the final verdict of correct or erroneous sequences, the path of 

the original files that exists inside the TESTAR machine, information about the application that 

acts as SUT, and information about the test settings and the protocol used to explore and 

validate the application. 

2.4.2 GUI State Models 

State Model Artifact is a GUI inferred graph intended to represent the behavior of the system 

from the GUI point of view, like drawing a map to remember where TESTAR has been and 

what TESTAR has done. The models are defined in terms of vertices and edges, that allows 

for using graph theory for example to navigate the graph, while also having each vertex and 
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edge be a document in its own right, allowing for the required storage of the SUT data in the 

document’s attributes. 

The most significant thing is to know that the vertices of this graph are the states of the SUT 

which represents the complete set of existing widgets with their properties (widget tree), and 

the edges of this graph are the set of available and executed actions. Every action is a GUI 

event run by a test. It modifies the widgets and/or their properties; hence, the target or the 

associated edge is the new set of widgets with their properties. A second important point is 

that models are identified based on three properties: SUT application name, SUT application 

version and the abstract properties that define the abstract states. 

OrientDB (v3.0.34) is the graph database used by TESTAR to store all this information related 

to the state model, which allows exporting and importing all the stored information. However, 

since we are easily talking about several gigabytes, the ideal architecture is to maintain a 

central database for all or each SUT. 

At the end of a TESTAR execution, a query is launched to OrientDB intended to check if there 

is a previous GUI State Model of the same SUT that was already created with the same 

abstract properties, but of a directly lower version. If so, TESTAR will launch its model 

difference report functionality, intended to automatically detect which are the new states and 

actions that have appeared in the SUT, the states and actions that have disappeared and, in 

case of detecting a specific GUI mutation, indicate which visual part and widgets of the SUT 

have mutated. 

The JSON Artifact State Model file is also created at the end of the TESTAR execution with 

summarized information about the determinism of the model, number of discovered states, 

number of executed actions and unvisited actions, if this model contains specific information 

about all discovered widget trees, information about the application that acts as SUT and on 

which we have extracted the model, information about the settings that allows TESTAR to 

identify a model and connect with OrientDB, and the model difference with the previous 

version, if it exists. 
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3 GET operations: from PKM to ASFM 

The review of a DECODER artifact usually generates some correction or some completion that 

may affect several artifacts. The review starts with a GET query to obtain the artifact(s) on the 

local machine of the reviewer and with an UPDATE query (see Section 4) to send back the 

modifications to the PKM. Hence, the GET operations described in this section are to be 

followed by an UPDATE operation, following the schema introduced in Figure 1 and Figure 2. 

3.1 From PKM to local Source Code 

When the reviewer needs to review a new piece of work (see Deliverable D1.3 “ASFM 

Language Definition” section 5.1), s/he needs first to obtain the code to review on her/his own 

machine, with commands to compile the code, to check the code with static analysis and to 

execute the code in debug mode. 

The objective of this subsection is to provide a minimal subset of the whole source code for 

the reviewer to do his/her job. This does not prevent updating the whole code once s/he has 

corrected some bugs (see section 4.2).  

DECODER has to support queries concerning a function, a method, a class, a set of classes, 

or a file (set of declarations attached to the file), with the options code only, code with 

comments, code with annotations, and code with comments and annotations. Depending on 

the review objective, the query has additional options to obtain a code that compiles or a code 

that links (without a main function). 

Then, the reviewer should receive a minimal number of files: the files containing the classes in 

Java, or the files containing the declaration and the implementation of the classes in C++, or 

the files containing the functions in C and another file named “…_dependency…” that contains 

the dependencies required by the query. 

Let us take as example the extraction procedure for the code relative to a class. This procedure 

first sends a request to the PKM for downloading the class and its location. It receives the 

subpart of the AST (Abstract Syntax Tree) artifact that is relative to this class as an ASFM 

document. This AST subpart contains the file name of the class declaration, the start line and 

the end line of its definition. 

Then the procedure creates a local file with the same file name that starts to import or include 

the “…_dependency…” file. The content of the raw source code artifact starting at “start line” 

and ending at “end line” is copied into the new local file. 

If the query concerns a code that compiles, the following pseudo-algorithm is applied to create 

a header file that provides the necessary declarations for a successful compilation: 

node  the node (class, method) in the ASFM AST concerned by the request 

dependent_constructions   
current_constructions = field "compilation_requires" of node 

while current_constructions   

  node  extract first element from current_constructions 

  new_constructions  field "field_requires" of node 
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  for_each new_node in new_constructions 

    if new_node  dependent_constructions 
      if new_node is function/method 

        dependent_constructions 

           dependent_constructions  { declaration_of(new_node) } 
      if new_node is class 

        new_constructions  new_constructions  { new_node } 

        dependent_constructions  dependent_constructions  { new_node } 
  end of for_each 

  current_constructions = current_constructions  new_constructions 
  end of while 

  save dependent_constructions as declarations in the header file 

The field “compilation_requires” (see Listing 2 in section 2.1.1) contains the first level of all the 

constructions required to compile our new file. A set of “dependent constructions” is created 

from this field “compilation_requires”. If these new dependent constructions are classes, then 

the field “fields_requires” contains the second level of constructions required. They are added 

in the set of “dependent constructions”. If the new dependent constructions are methods or 

functions, the set of “dependent constructions” only registers their declaration. This inclusion 

goes on until the set of “dependent constructions” is filled with the complete chain of 

dependencies. All the “dependent constructions” with their location coming from the PKM are 

then copied into the “…_dependency…” file. If the compilation of the new file fails on the 

machine of the reviewer, then the reviewer is invited to add more dependencies in the AST 

stored in the PKM. 

If the query concerns a code that links, the following pseudo-algorithm is applied to create a 

source file that provides the necessary definitions for a successful link process: 

node  the node (class, method) in the ASFM AST concerned by the request 

dependent_constructions   
current_constructions = field "link_requires" of node 

while current_constructions   

  node  extract first element from current_constructions 

  if node is function/method 

    new_constructions  field "requires" of node as function/method 

  else if node is class 

    new_constructions  field "field_requires" of node as class 

  for_each new_node in new_constructions 

    if new_node  dependent_constructions 
      if new_node is function/method 

        dependent_constructions 

           dependent_constructions  { definition_of(new_node) } 

        new_constructions  new_constructions  {definition_of(new_node)} 
      if new_node is class 

        new_constructions  new_constructions  { new_node } 

        dependent_constructions  dependent_constructions  { new_node } 
  end of for_each 

  current_constructions = current_constructions  new_constructions 
  end of while 

  save dependent_constructions as definitions in the source file 
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The field “link_requires” contains the first element of the chain of “link dependencies”. In such 

a case, the set of “dependent constructions” is created from the field “link_requires”. If these 

new dependent constructions are classes, then the field “fields_requires” contains the second 

level of constructions required. They are added in the set of “dependent constructions”. If the 

new dependent constructions are methods or functions, the set of “dependent constructions” 

registers the content of their field “requires”. This inclusion goes on until the set of “dependent 

constructions” is filled with the complete chains of dependencies. As for 

“compilation_requires”, all the “dependent constructions” with their location coming from the 

PKM are then copied into the “…_dependency…” file. 

If the reviewer decides to modify the code after his/her review, the received ASFM documents 

help to retrieve the initial received files and to set the differences between the initial received 

files and the files sent to the PKM. With these differences, the patch7 tool is capable to update 

the raw source code artifact, as well as the AST (Abstract Syntax Tree) artifact. 

These (UPDATE) algorithms are still under implementation at the time of this deliverable’s 

writing – see the end of section 1.2 in introduction. They will be more detailed in deliverable 

D3.5: Final version of the generation of ASFM. 

3.2 From PKM to the Documentation 

Extracting a part of the documentation from the documentation artifact follows the same 

schema than the extraction of a part of the source code, thanks to the content of the ASFM. 

However, in practice, the reviewer often needs the whole documentation of a unit instead of 

the documentation of a particular class. Hence, the queries often concern the documentation 

at the unit level or the raw documentation file stored in the PKM. 

The key point is the creation of the documentation in docx, text or Jupyter Notebook format 

from the documentation stored in the PKM and coming from the javadoc/doxygen comments 

in the source code. 

The utility tool pkm_to_doc is still under development and it works thanks to template 

documents that are automatically filled with the data coming from the documentation artifact. 

3.3 From PKM to the Formal Annotations 

When the formal annotations are stored in the PKM, the reviewer can retrieve them as s/he 

retrieves the source code from queries to the PKM (see section 3). 

The initial production of formal annotations is likely to come from some automatic generation 

like jmlgen8, from the reviewer and from the NLP (see WP2) that interprets the documentation 

(trained by tools like doc_to_asfm – see section 2.2). 

                                                

7 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diff and https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patch_(Unix) 

8 https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/jmlgen 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diff
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patch_(Unix)
https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/jmlgen
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The result of the NLP needs to be reviewed before being considered as valid formal 

annotations. That means that the reviewer can directly call the NLP tool with the result of 

doc_to_asfm and receive the annotations in ASFM format with the ability to synchronize it with 

the code and to verify them. The reviewer can also ask for the generation of annotations in the 

“annotation” artifact of the PKM to work on them later. 

3.4 From PKM to the UML Models 

Software projects developed using object-oriented programming languages such as Java and 

C++ may include UML models to describe their static structure (by means of class diagrams) 

and also their behavior (by means of state machine diagrams) to show transitions between 

objects. These models provide abstraction mechanisms that allow stakeholders having an 

overview over the underlying software project. However, once source code has been 

developed, these models are usually left apart, not being updated when source code is 

modified or extended. To avoid this, in DECODER we propose to use reverse engineering 

techniques to generate UML class and state machine models from existing source code.  

In addition, to help reviewers in their reviewing task, the generation of UML models can be 

done by considering only the relevant elements that the reviewer wants to review. For this 

purpose, a reviewer should first state what are those relevant elements (it can be a single 

source file, a collection of source files and even a specific portion of a given source file), and 

then invoke the reverseEngineeringProcess tool to generate the UML models. Depending 

on the options indicated, the tool generates the class model (-c option), the state machine 

model (-sm option) or both models (when no options are specified). Specifically, this tool can 

be invoked as follows: 

java -jar reverseEngineeringProcess.jar -c -sm [sourcefiles] 

In addition, the reviewer may want to compare those generated UML models with the models 

created by other stakeholders during the development process. This comparison will allow 

her/him to identify inconsistencies between the model and the source code (e.g., when the 

class model is not up to date) and update the corresponding artifacts accordingly. To achieve 

this model comparison, reviewers can download the two models, load them in the 

umlModelComparator9 web tool and compare them to identify differences. 

3.5 From PKM to the GUI System Testing Verification 

The PKM contains the summarized JSON artifacts created by the TESTAR tool, which can be 

consulted by reviewers to get a first idea about how the GUI testing and inference of the GUI 

State Model has gone (see Figure 5). But because the original files that provide all the 

information are not inside the PKM, it is necessary to offer a way to remotely review these 

original artifacts.  

                                                

9 Web tool being implemented in DECODER 
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Figure 5: GET TESTAR JSON Artifacts from the PKM 

3.5.1 Review of GUI Test Results 

As we mentioned in section 2.4.1. original Test Results files are by default saved inside the 

TESTAR client machine. Therefore, to offer reviewers a way to remotely view these files, a 

dynamic web service has been implemented in TESTAR that allows users to indicate which 

set of files belonging to a Test Results Artifact they want to review.  

In this way, if the reviewer realizes that there is a sequence that contains errors and s/he wants 

to view the GUI steps that caused it, an internal invocation from the application can remotely 

deploy and access the TESTAR Report service (see Figure 6).  

 

Figure 6: Deploy TESTAR Report service to review Test Results original files. 

3.5.2 Analysis of GUI State Models 

As we mentioned in section 2.4.2. original GUI State Models are graphs stored inside 

OrientDB. In this case, to offer reviewers a way to inspect the inferred model, another web 

service together with an Analysis feature, which interprets the information from the OrientDB 

graphs and composes a visual and interactive model, have been implemented in TESTAR. 

This allows users to remotely indicate which OrientDB database, that contains the desired GUI 

State Model, they want to analyze. 
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In this way, if the reviewer wants to visualize the State Model that represents the behavior of 

her/his SUT from the user's point of view, an internal invocation from the application can 

remotely send the OrientDB settings to deploy and access to the TESTAR Analysis service 

(see Figure 7). 

 

 

Figure 7: Deploy TESTAR Analysis service to review State Models 

The exploration of the systems for the inference of the GUI State Models is carried out by 

randomly selecting the actions that were not previously executed. Therefore, the behavior of 

certain parts of the GUI may not be covered on with the first exploration; this may be the case 

if some GUI reactions are triggered with a specific text entered in a widget. If the reviewer 

wants to continue enriching the GUI State Model, s/he has the possibility of running the 

TESTAR tool again indicating that it should connect to the model of the same application and 

version. This allows TESTAR to infer new states and actions and improve the GUI coverage 

represented by the models.  
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4 UPDATE operations: from ASFM to PKM 

From the reviewer point of view, the update operations consist in getting a local artifact from 

the PKM, modifying it locally, and sending it back to the PKM for an update. Updating the PKM 

is based on the diff/patch10 tools already mentioned (see subsections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2), by 

comparing the ASFM before and after its modification, which creates a patch that can be 

applied on the corresponding artifact. 

This section details the tools developed in the DECODER project to modify locally each artifact. 

These tools are either abstraction tools (bottom-up tools from low-level to high-level) or 

refinement tools (top-down tools from high-level to low-level). 

On the one hand, abstraction tools are intended to provide an abstraction of the source code 

under the supervision of the reviewer. The subsection 4.1 shows how to build an abstraction 

of the data structures manipulated by the program thanks to two graphical representation 

written in the Graphical Specification Language (GSL). The first GSL low-level representation 

reflects the invariant of the data structure used to debug/maintain the data structure, whereas 

the second GSL high-level representation provides an abstract model for the usages of this 

data structure. The memory abstraction is the transformation from the first low-level 

representation to the second high-level representation. With this memory abstraction, the 

subsection 4.2 shows how to elaborate an abstraction of the source code related to a data 

structures thanks to State Machine models; the GSL representation of the State Machine 

model should coincide with the high-level representation. This source code abstraction helps 

at simplifying some function calls with simple transitions in the State Machine model. The 

memory abstraction appears in the documentation artifact under the form of graphical 

animations that explain how the code works. The source code abstraction (the State Machine 

models) appear in the model artifact and in the verification artifacts as an alternative to entire 

parts of the source code. 

On the other hand, refinement tools help to add more details in state machine models or to 

create a new state machine model from the product of two existing models or views. The initial 

high-level models mainly come from the documentation that highlights some fields and 

abstracts other fields. If the documentation provides a view of the data structure, then the 

authorized chains of methods over this view generate a high-level model. 

4.1 Overview of the Graphical Specification Language 

The images in the documentation often provide a high-level abstraction of the data structures 

of the source code. However, the connection with the source code is often left implicit. The 

objective of the Graphical Specification Language (GSL) is to make this connection explicit. 

For example, if the reviewer considers the opencv SparseMat example (see 

https://docs.opencv.org/3.4/dd/da9/classcv_1_1SparseMat.html), connecting this data-

structure based on an hash table with the linked list representation available in 

                                                

10 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diff and https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patch_(Unix) 

https://docs.opencv.org/3.4/dd/da9/classcv_1_1SparseMat.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diff
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patch_(Unix)
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http://www.btechsmartclass.com/data_structures/sparse-matrix.html (see Figure 8 below) is 

not an evident task (see GSL display in Listing 8). 

 

 

Figure 8: High-level representation of Sparse Matrix versus the Matrix representation 

DECODER proposes the following complete workflow to synchronize the code, the 

documentation and the formal annotations generated from NLP. The section 4.6 will 
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summarize the interactions with the GSL and the other DECODER tools; this workflow 

presents the different update of the GSL as support to the formal verification. 

A reviewer, who does not know the code and who wishes to achieve formal verification, should 

start with a bottom-up approach: formal verification is easier because all hypotheses are on 

the table. The key parts of formal verification of general software (general means non-critical 

embedded software) are the expression of the loop invariant and the class invariant. Loop 

invariant are formulas between the variables modified by the loop that remain true (at the 

beginning of the body of the loop), whatever is the value of the loop counter. Class invariant 

are formulas between the fields of the class (or data structure) that are always true at the 

beginning and at the end of every public method. Once proved, these invariants ease the 

(modular) formal verification of the code. In object-oriented programming, the class invariant 

are of primary importance and they structure the code verification. In functional programming, 

the type naturally provides the invariant – objects are rather immutable and it is preferable to 

create a new data structure than to modify an existing one in place – and the loop invariants 

become more important. 

Here is a possible workflow to prepare the formal verification of a source code: 

 Unit synchronization process 

1. Look at the default graphical representation of the data structure class to review 

(see subsection 4.1.1) and modify the GSL (see subsection 4.1.3) until 

obtaining a nice figure. This low-level graphical representation should show at 

a glance whether the class invariant is true. 

2. Synchronize the code, the documentation and the formal annotations with unit 

debug sessions (see subsection 4.3). The previous low-level graphical 

representation provides the representation of the pre-conditions of the public 

(and private) methods. The unit debug session propagates the modifications to 

this representation to the end of the session. It also adds hypotheses on the 

pre-conditions that modify the initial representation. The new representations 

before and after the method can be saved in the documentation artifact. This 

debug session also helps to debug the formal annotations and the code. The 

unit debug session interprets a code and animates the graphical representation: 

by compiling and simplifying the interpreted code and the GSL display, a python 

code can be generated to be integrated in the Jupyter Notebook documentation 

of the class. 

 Abstraction process 

3. By considering only the public methods of the class, define the states of the 

class and a suited high-level graphical representation (see subsection 4.1.3). 

This representation may be symbolic with respect to the history of the public 

method calls and it could introduce some simplifications for methods that cancel 

the effect of other methods. Writing the high-level GSL defines the abstraction 

process: it forgets the “details of implementation” to focus on the properties to 

exhibit. A no code/low code approach could be developed out of the scope of 

DECODER to write such a high-level GSL in an easier way. 
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4. Translate the high-level GSL model into an executable state-machine model 

(see subsection 4.2), whose natural representation is this high-level model. The 

executable state-machine model aims to replace the source code in a formal 

debug session of the higher-level classes that call the methods of our class. 

 Integrated synchronization process 

5. The state-machine models (e.g., UML and/or TESTAR) also provide 

graphs/sequences of calls of public methods that have an interest from the user 

point of view. These graphs/sequences of calls also animate the high-level 

representation (part 3) as the source code animates the low-level 

representation (part 2). These animations can appear in the class 

documentation as different usages of the class. 

6. In a bottom-up approach, the reviewer can then review the classes that call the 

methods of our class: s/he then uses the suited executable state machine 

model of our class for the unit debug session of the outer class.  A successful 

review of the outer class should exploit the high-level representation of our class 

for its own low-level animation, before proposing another abstraction. 

The steps of this process are detailed in the following subsections. 

4.1.1 Default representation of the memory of the running program 

The default graphical representation is automatically generated. 

First of all, let us define a memory region as a block of contiguous memory. A memory block 

is recursively defined as a succession of memory regions and memory blocks. The memory of 

the running program is a tree of nested memory blocks and at the leaves of the tree are the 

memory regions. 

A C/C++/Java program has three kinds of memories: the “stack” (see Figure 9 below) as a 

stack of stack frames (local variables of functions), the “heap” as a set of memory blocks that 

are dynamically allocated, and the memory of the “text segment” (global variables, constant 

strings, functions, …). 
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Figure 9: The “stack” as a stack of stack frames 

For the representation of the stack, we consider the memory blocks as the memory between 

two frame pointers – the memory blocks are bold boxes in Figure 10 and memory regions are 

red boxes. 

 

Figure 10: Representation of the stack with Memory Blocks and Memory Regions 

A new allocated memory creates a new memory block in the heap corresponding to the type 

(struct, class) that is allocated. 

If no graphical representation (in GSL format) is attached to a data structure, it will use the 

following conventions for drawing: 

 a structure (struct, class) (= memory block) is defined as a box with a line for each field. 

 a nested structure is defined as a nested box. 

int i;

double  arr[4]; 

double  val;

double*  cell; 

top of stack 

void bar(double * cell, double  val)
  { *cell = val; }

void foo()
  { double  arr[4];
    for (int i=0; i < 4; ++i) 
      bar(&arr[i], (rand()*1000.0)/RAND_MAX);
  } 
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 a one-dimensional array of fixed size N is defined as a vector of 1 line and N columns: 

the local variable  in function foo of Figure 10 is concretely drawn as 

. 

 a one-dimensional array of undefined size is defined as a vector of 1 line and 3 

columns, the second column having a cell containing “…”. 

 a two-dimensional array of fixed size NM is defined as a matrix of M lines and N 

columns 

 an array with dimension greater than 2 is represented as a single cell with text 

containing “C[0..N, 0..M, 0..P]”. 

 a basic type (like char, int, double) is defined as a small box with a text corresponding 

to the interval of possible values; the local variable  in function foo of 

Figure 10 can be refined as . 

 a standard pointer is defined as an arrow (see the blue arrow of the figure below) to an 

external structure, or to an internal structure if its targets is known to be in the same 

memory block that the location (address) of the pointer. 

 
 a unique_ptr (C++ to deal with ownership) is defined as a red arrow to an internal 

nested structure. 

 
 a shared_ptr (C++ to deal with ownership) is defined like a standard pointer to a 

structure containing the cell of the reference counter and the targeted structure. 

double  arr[4]; 

arr[3] arr[2] arr[1] arr[0] 

double  arr[4]; 

[-103, 103] [-103, 103] [-103, 103] [-103, 103]

int i;

double  val = [-103, 103]

double*  cell

top of stack 

[-103, 103] [-DBL_MAX , DBL_MAX ] [-DBL_MAX , DBL_MAX ] [-DBL_MAX , DBL_MAX ]

class SparseMat {
  int flags;
  std::unique_ptr<Hdr> hdr;
};

int flags;

hdr
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4.1.2 Translation of ASFM memory blocks/regions as Frama-C regions 

This subsection explains the connection between the definition of ASFM memory blocks and 

the formal ACSL memory regions of the plugin Frama-C/WP. Since the code source, the 

documentation and the formal annotations are highly connected, the DECODER project takes 

care about the translation of ASFM memory blocks into ACSL. 

Frama-C recently provides a specification subpart of ACSL for memory regions – see Figure 

11 – in order to manage memory related operations without any warning. In ACSL, each region 

has a unique name and two regions with different names are separated11. Inside a same 

region, the specification language of regions provides separation properties through some 

predefined patterns: for instance, the predefined pattern PVECTOR provides separation 

properties for an array of pointers inside a region. The list of Locations of Figure 11 are all 

separated: the locations enable to assert the existence of some fields and the existence of 

chains of pointers. The region analysis can both read the user ACSL specifications or infer 

these separated locations from the code under analysis. 

From the computed memory shape, a graphical view of the memory can be obtained via 

Graphviz12. For the parameters of the function “job” on the Figure 12, the default representation 

provided by Frama-C/WP plugin is depicted in Figure 13. 

                                                

11 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Separation_logic 

12 https://graphviz.org/ 

class FileStorage {
  int state;
  std::string elname;
  std::shared_ptr<Impl> p;
};

int state;

std::string elname;

p

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Separation_logic
https://graphviz.org/
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Figure 11: Memory region specification language 

 

 

Figure 12: Example illustrating the representation of memory region for the job function 
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Figure 13: representation of ACSL memory regions for the job function 

Figure 13 provides the ACSL view that enables to verify every pointer access in the function 

job of Figure 12. It specifies that X and R are valid pointers to an allocated memory chunk of 

at least 128 bytes. The accesses X[0..3], R[0..3] are all valid. It also specifies that M is a valid 

pointer to an allocated memory chunk of at least 512 bytes. The accesses M[0..3][0..3] are all 

valid for reading and separated from the M and R accesses. New ACSL language constructs 

must be provided so that recursive data-structures can be specified with the region 

specification language. Then, the Graphviz view needs to be integrated in the Frama-C GUI. 

The ASFM counterpart (see Figure 14) shows the view of the “Stack” inside the job function. 

 

Figure 14: Representation of the ASFM memory blocks/regions for the job function 

In the next subsection, the Graphical Specification Language provides ways to abstract this 

low-level representation to make it more human readable. 

 

R.coord[0] R.coord[1] R.coord[2] R.coord[3]

top of stack 

Matrix M

Vector X

Vector R

int i = [0, 3]

int j = [0, 3]

M.coef[0][0]

X.coord[0]

M.coef[0][1] M.coef[0][2] M.coef[0][3]

M.coef[1][0] M.coef[1][1] M.coef[1][2] M.coef[1][3]

M.coef[2][0] M.coef[2][1] M.coef[2][2] M.coef[2][3]

M.coef[3][0] M.coef[3][1] M.coef[3][2] M.coef[3][3]

X.coord[1] X.coord[2] X.coord[3]
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4.1.3 Custom representation of the memory of the running program 

The GSL enables to modify this default representation of data structures. The custom 

representation comes from the initiative of the reviewer. It is generated from a GSL description 

that is built above JSON. It is possible to generate such a description with a No-code/Low-

code approach (with drag and drop operations and some derivative of the scratch language 

for the code parts), but this work needs more maturation and is out of the scope of the 

DECODER project. 

Listing 4 shows the JSON structure (fields, arrays, and objects) used by the GSL language: 
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{ 

  "class": "...", # name of the class to draw 

  "object": "...", # object = instance of the class 

  "content": 

  { "type": "...", # 1x… = horizontal layout, …x1 = vertical layout, 

   # …x… = grid layout, …x…x… = 3D layout 

   # or default 

   # or forms containing lines, rectangles, circles, ellipses, 

   #   left_arrow, right_arrow, up_arrow, down_arrow, text, code 

   # or symbolic to print the text of the object (see object and 

   #   code_ref fields). 

 

    "let":  # an array of definitions; a definition is an object with a 

   #   field name to define a new entity named name and a 

   #   string corresponding to its definition. Some content 

   #   can refer to this name by preceding it with @. 

 

    "rules":  # an array of active simplification rules for the symbolic 

   #   field. A rule is a text field pattern with formal params 

   #   @1, @n and a replacement text field that uses the actual 

   #   params @1, @n. It can also contain a text field code 

   #   corresponding to a required condition on params that 

   #   should evaluate to true to apply the condition. 

 

    "content": # content depending on the type 

   # = an array of objects containing (recursively) type and 

   #   content for horizontal, vertical and grid layout 

   # = or an object with fields like the relative horizontal 

   #     position (x_start), the relative vertical position 

   #    (y_start) of the top-left corner of the form as well as 

   #     the length and the width of the form. 

   # = or a string if type = text; @this displays the name of 

   #     the current object. See "code_ref" for object change. 

   #     @code interprets symbolically the code and displays 

   #     the result. 

   # = or an object if type = code with a text field code 

   #     that will be interpreted after replacing the patterns 

   #     @1, …, @n by the fields param1, …, paramN 

   # = or no content for default. 

 

    "code_ref": # a string that changes the object to be drawn: it is often 

   #   a field access: this string should be parseable by the 

   #   C, C++, Java parser 

   # active when type = default and optional when type  default 
 

    "replaces": # an array of text replacements that replaces the natural 

   #   text of the default drawing 

   # only active when type = default. 

  } 

} 

Listing 4: Graphical Specification Language 

The matrix M defined in Figure 12 could be represented in the documentation by the Figure 15. 

Hence, Listing 5 in GSL language generates this high-level representation. The drawing 

produced by this listing appears in the (right) margin. 
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Figure 15: high-level representation provided by the Graphical Specification Language 

 

M[0][0] ... M[0][3]

... ...

M[3][0]

...

M[3][3]...

M
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{ 

  "class": "Matrix", 

  "object": "M", 

  "content": 

  { "type": "1x3", 

    "content": 

      [ { "type": "text", 

          "content": "@this" 

        }, 

        { "type": "form", 

          "content": 

          [ { "type": "left_arrow", 

              "length": "12mm" 

            } 

          ] 

        }, 

        { "type": "form", 

          "content": 

          [ { "type": "vline", 

              "x_start": "0", 

              "y_start": "0", 

              "length": "max_height", 

              "width": "4pt" 

            }, 

            { "type": "hline", 

              "x_start": "0", 

              "y_start": "0", 

              "length": "4mm", 

              "width": "4pt" 

            }, 

            { "type": "hline", 

              "x_start": "0", 

              "y_start": "max_height", 

              "length": "4mm", 

              "width": "4pt" 

            } 

          ] 

        }, 

        { "type": "3x3", 

          "content": 

          [ [ { "type": "default", 

                "code_ref": "M->coef[0][0]", 

                "replaces": 

                  [ { "pattern": "M->coef", 

                      "replace": "M" 

                    } 

                  ] 

              }, 

              { "type": "text", 

                "content": "..." 

              }, 

              { "type": "default", 

                "let":  

                  [ { "name": "size", 

                      "def": "sizeof(M->coeff[0])/sizeof(M->coeff[0][0])" 

                    } 

                  ], 

                "code_ref": "M->coef[0][size-1]", 

                "replaces": 

                  [ { "pattern": "M->coeff", 

                      "replace": "M" 

                    } 

                  ] 

M 

M[0][0] 

... 

M[0][3] 
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              } 

            ], 

            [  

              { "type": "code", 

                "let":  

                  [ { "name": "size", 

                      "def": "sizeof(M->coeff[0])/sizeof(M->coeff[0][0])" 

                    } 

                  ], 

                "content": 

                  { "code": 

                      [ "for (int i=0; i<size; ++i) {", 

                        "  cout << \"{ \\\"type\\\": \\\"text\\\",\"", 

                        "          \"  \\\"content\\\": \\\"...\\\"\"", 

                        "          \"},\";", 

                        "}" 

                      ] 

                  } 

              } 

            ], 

            [ { "type": "default", 

                "let":  

                  [ { "name": "vsize", 

                      "def": "sizeof(M->coeff)/sizeof(this->coeff[0])" 

                    } 

                  ], 

                "code_ref": "M->coef[vsize-1][0]", 

                "replaces": 

                  [ { "pattern": "M->coef", 

                      "replace": "M" 

                    } 

                  ] 

              }, 

              { "type": "text", 

                "content": "..." 

              }, 

              { "type": "default", 

                "let":  

                  [ { "name": "vsize", 

                      "def": "sizeof(M->coeff)/sizeof(this->coeff[0])" 

                    }, 

                    { "name": "hsize", 

                      "def": "sizeof(M->coeff[vsize-1])/sizeof(M->coeff[vsize-1][0])" 

                    } 

                  ], 

                "code_ref": "M->coef[vsize-1][hsize-1]", 

                "replaces": 

                  [ { "pattern": "M->coeff", 

                      "replace": "M" 

                    } 

                  ] 

              } 

            ] 

          ] 

        }, 

        { "type": "form", 

          "content": 

          [ { "type": "vline", 

              "x_start": "4mm", 

              "y_start": "0", 

              "length": "max_height", 

              "width": "4pt" 

            }, 

... ... ... 

M[3][0] 

... 

M[3][3] 
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            { "type": "hline", 

              "x_start": "0", 

              "y_start": "0", 

              "length": "4mm", 

              "width": "4pt" 

            }, 

            { "type": "hline", 

              "x_start": "0", 

              "y_start": "max_height", 

              "length": "4mm", 

              "width": "4pt" 

            } 

          ] 

        } 

      ] 

  } 

} 

Listing 5: Graphical description to draw the high-level representation of the struct Matrix 

Listing 5 is a low-level abstraction in connection with the source code. Every algorithm involving 

the structure Matrix is likely to animate the representation produced by this GSL description. 

The graphical representation of Listing 6 provides a high-level abstraction for the developer 

who is interested in using the class – by opposition to Listing 5, which is rather dedicated to 

maintenance of the class – adding a new public method should generate a quick code review 

to verify that the graphical animation is consistent with the specification of the method. 
{ 

  "class": "Matrix", 

  "object": "M", 

  "content": 

  { "type": "symbolic", 

    "replaces": 

      [ { "pattern": "@1.operator+(@2)", "replace": "(@1 + @2)" }, 

        { "pattern": "@1.operator+=(@2)", "replace": "@1 <- (@1 + @2)" }, 

        { "pattern": "@1.operator-(@2)", "replace": "(@1 - @2)" }, 

        { "pattern": "@1.operator-=(@2)", "replace": "@1 <- (@1 - @2)" }, 

        { "pattern": "@1.operator*(@2)", "replace": "(@1 . @2)" }, 

        { "pattern": "@1.operator*=(@2)", "replace": "@1 <- (@1 . @2)" } 

      ], 

  } 

} 

Listing 6: Graphical description of the struct Matrix for the users of Matrix 

For “symbolic” type, a data structure is represented by its name and/or by a succession of 

operations that can exactly produce it. Hence, the result of the function that performs the 

addition of two matrices A and B can be described as with the high-level representation A+B. 

The result of the multiplication is represented by A.B. Some simplifications may appear if the 

operations are known to have mathematical properties. 

The connection between the low-level representation and the high-level representation can be 

established by proving the mathematical properties implicitly associated to the mathematical 

operations like: 

 (A+B)+C = A+(B+C) 

 A+B = B+A 
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 A+0 = A 

 A.B = B.A 

 A.(B+C) = AB+AC 

 A.1 = A 

 A.0 = 0 

 A+B-B = A 

Some of these properties can be translated into simplification rules in the GSL as shown in 

Listing 7: 
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{ 

  "class": "Matrix", 

  "object": "M", 

  "content": 

  { "type": "symbolic", 

    "replaces": 

      [ { "pattern": "@1.operator+(@2)", "replace": "(@1 + @2)" }, 

        { "pattern": "@1.operator+=(@2)", "replace": "@1 <- (@1 + @2)" }, 

        { "pattern": "@1.operator-(@2)", "replace": "(@1 - @2)" }, 

        { "pattern": "@1.operator-=(@2)", "replace": "@1 <- (@1 - @2)" }, 

        { "pattern": "@1.operator*(@2)", "replace": "(@1 . @2)" }, 

        { "pattern": "@1.operator*=(@2)", "replace": "@1 <- (@1 . @2)" } 

      ],  
    "rules": 

      [ { "text": "@1 <- @2 ; @3 @1 @4", 

          "replace": "@3 @2 @4", 

          "comment": "manage assignment operators" 

        }, 

        { "text": "(@1 + (@2 + @3))", 

          "replace": "(@1 + @2 + @3)", 

          "comment": "simplification with + associativity" 

        }, 

        { "text": "((@1 + @2) + @3)", 

          "replace": "(@1 + @2 + @3)", 

          "comment": "simplification with + associativity" 

        }, 

        { "text": "(@1 + (@2 - @3))", 

          "replace": "(@1 + @2 - @3)", 

          "comment": "simplification with + associativity" 

        }, 

        { "text": "((@1 - @2) + @3)", 

          "replace": "(@1 - @2 + @3)", 

          "comment": "simplification with + associativity" 

        }, 

        { "text": "(@1 + (@2 - (@1)))", 

          "replace": "(@2)", 

          "comment": "simplification" 

        }, 

        { "text": "((@1 - (@2)) + @2)", 

          "replace": "(@1 - (@2) + @2)", 

          "comment": "simplification" 

        }, 

        { "text": "(@1 - (@2 + (@3)))", 

          "replace": "(@1 - @2 - (@3))", 

          "comment": "simplification with + associativity" 

        }, 

        { "text": "((@1 + @2) - @3)", 

          "replace": "(@1 + @2 - @3)", 

          "comment": "simplification with + associativity" 

        }, 

        { "text": "(@1 - ((@2) - (@3)))", 

          "replace": "(@1 - (@2) + (@3))", 

          "comment": "simplification with + associativity" 

        }, 

        { "text": "((@1 - @2) - @3)", 

          "replace": "(@1 - @2 - @3)", 

          "comment": "simplification with + associativity" 

        }, 

        { "text": "(@1 . (@2 . @3))", 

          "replace": "(@1 . @2 . @3)", 

          "comment": "simplification with . associativity" 

        }, 

        { "text": "((@1 . @2) . @3)", 
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          "replace": "(@1 . @2 . @3)", 

          "comment": "simplification with . associativity" 

        }, 

        { "text": "((@1) . ((@2) + (@3)))", 

          "replace": "((@1) . (@2) + (@1) . (@3))", 

          "comment": "simplification with distributivity of . over +" 

        }, 

        { "text": "((@1) + (@2)) . (@3)", 

          "replace": "((@1) . (@3) + (@2) . (@3))", 

          "comment": "simplification with distributivity of . over +" 

        } 

      ] 

  } 

} 

Listing 7: Simplification rules to be applied on symbolic text of struct Matrix 

For the open-cv Sparse Matrix class, the high-level representation of Figure 8 can be obtained 

with the GSL description shown in Listing 8. This description is nevertheless artificial and far 

from the methods offered by the class SparseMat: this example just shows how complex 

translations can be achieved with the field “code”. The drawing produced by this listing appears 

in the (left) margin. 

The graphical representation is an abstraction view of the data structures at a set of points in 

the source code. The reviewer can copy/paste this view in the documentation artifacts. In 

parallel with the graphical representation, it is also interesting to have a code that is very close 

to this abstract view: this is the object of the next section. With such a code, the reviewer can 

easily replace the complex original source code with a far simpler model (a stub) to the callers 

of our class. Hence, the verification of the callers is much simpler since the size of the code to 

verify is drastically reduced, whatever is the verification method: tests, abstract interpretation, 

model checking, and/or deductive verification. 
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{ 

  "class": "SparseMat", 

  "object": "M", 

  "content": 

    {  

      "let": 

        [ { "name": "vsize", 

            "def": 

              [ "get_vsize(@M);", 

                "int get_vsize(SparseMat& M) {", 

                "  int result = -1;", 

                "  for (auto iter = M.begin(), iterEnd = M.end(); iter < iterEnd; ++iter)", 

                "    if (iter.node()->idx[1] > result)", 

                "      result = iter.node()->idx[1];", 

                "  return result;", 

                "}" 

              ] 

          }, 

          { "name": "hsize", 

            "def": 

              [ "get_hsize(@M);", 

                "int get_hsize(SparseMat& M) {", 

                "  int result = -1;", 

                "  for (auto iter = M.begin(), iterEnd = M.end(); iter < iterEnd; ++iter)", 

                "    if (iter.node()->idx[0] > result)", 

                "      result = iter.node()->idx[0];", 

                "  return result;", 

                "}" 

              ] 

          } 

        ], 

      "type": "@vsize x 1", 

      "content": 

        [ 

          { "type": "code", 

            "content": 

              { "code": 

                  [ "cout << \"[ { \\\"type\\\": \\\"form\\\",\"", 

                    "        \"    \\\"content\\\":\"", 

                    "        \"      [\";", 

                    "std::map<int, std::set<int>> harrows, varrows;", 
                    "for (auto iter = @M.begin(), iterEnd = @M.end(); iter < iterEnd; ++iter) {", 

                    "  auto line = harrows.insert(std::make_pair(" 

                        "iter.node()->idx[0], std::map<int, double>())).first;", 

                    "  line->insert(iter.node()->idx[1]);", 

                    "  auto column = varrows.insert(std::make_pair(" 

                        "iter.node()->idx[1], std::map<int, double>())).first;", 

                    "  line->insert(iter.node()->idx[0]);", 

                    "}", 

                    "double hpos = 6.0;", 

                    "for (const auto& line: harrows) {", 

                    "  double vpos = 5.0;", 

                    "  auto next_cell = line.begin();", 

                    "  if (next_cell != line.end())", 

                    "    for (auto viter = varrows.begin(); viter != varrows.end(); ++viter) {", 

                    "      const auto& column = *viter", 

                    "      if (column.first >= *next_cell) {", 

                    "          cout << \"        { \\\"type\\\": \\\"rectangle\\\",\"", 

                    "              \"          \\\"x_start\\\": \\\"\" << @hpos << \" mm\\\",\"", 

                    "               \"          \\\"y_start\\\": \\\"\" << @vpos << \" mm\\\",\"", 

                    "                \"          \\\"length\\\": \\\"12mm\\\",\"", 

                    "                \"          \\\"height\\\": \\\"8mm\\\"\"", 

                    "                \"        },\";", 
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                    "        auto target_cell = next_cell;", 

                    "        ++target_cell;", 

                    "        double htarget_pos = hpos;", 

                    "        auto vnext_iter = viter;", 

                    "        if (target_cell == line.end()) {", 

                    "           target_cell = line.begin();", 

                    "           htarget_pos = 6.0;", 

                    "           vnext_iter = varrows.begin()",  

                    "        }", 

                    "        while (vnext_iter->first < *target_cell) {", 

                    "          htarget_pos += 24.0;", 

                    "          ++vnext_iter;", 

                    "        }", 

                    "        cout << \"        { \\\"type\\\": \\\"left_arrow\\\",\"", 

                    "          \"          \\\"x_start\\\": \\\"\" << @(hpos+18.0) << \" mm\\\",\"", 

                    "         \"          \\\"y_start\\\": \\\"\" << @(vpos+7.5) << \" mm\\\",\"", 

                    "      \"          \\\"x_end\\\": \\\"\" << @(htarget_pos+18.0) << \" mm\\\",\"", 

                    "         \"          \\\"y_end\\\": \\\"\" << @(vpos+7.5) << \" mm\\\",\"", 

                    "                \"        },\";", 

                    "        ++next_cell;", 

                    "        if (next_cell == line.end())", 

                    "          break", 

                    "      }", 

                    "      vpos += 20;", 

                    "    }", 

                    "  hpos += 24;", 

                    "}", 

                    "double vpos = 5.0;", 

                    "for (const auto& column: varrows) {", 

                    "  double hpos = 6.0;", 

                    "  auto next_cell = column.begin();", 

                    "  if (next_cell != column.end())", 

                    "    for (auto hiter = harrows.begin(); hiter != harrows.end(); ++hiter) {", 

                    "      const auto& line = *hiter", 

                    "      if (line.first >= *next_cell) {", 

                    "        auto target_cell = next_cell;", 

                    "        ++target_cell;", 

                    "        double vtarget_pos = vpos;", 

                    "        auto hnext_iter = hiter;", 

                    "        if (target_cell == column.end()) {", 

                    "           target_cell = column.begin();", 

                    "           vtarget_pos = 5.0;", 

                    "           hnext_iter = harrows.begin()",  

                    "        }", 

                    "        while (hnext_iter->first < *target_cell) {", 

                    "          vtarget_pos += 24.0;", 

                    "          ++hnext_iter;", 

                    "        }", 

                    "        cout << \"        { \\\"type\\\": \\\"down_arrow\\\",\"", 

                    "          \"          \\\"x_start\\\": \\\"\" << @(hpos+6.0) << \" mm\\\",\"", 

                    "          \"          \\\"y_start\\\": \\\"\" << @(vpos+7.5) << \" mm\\\",\"", 

                    "         \"          \\\"x_end\\\": \\\"\" << @(hpos+6.0) << \" mm\\\",\"", 

                    "       \"          \\\"y_end\\\": \\\"\" << @(vtarget_pos+7.5) << \" mm\\\",\"", 

                    "                \"        },\";", 

                    "        ++next_cell;", 

                    "        if (next_cell == column.end())", 

                    "          break", 

                    "      }", 

                    "      vpos += 20;", 

                    "    }", 

                    "  hpos += 24;", 

                    "}", 

                    "cout << \"      ]\"", 
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                    "        \"  }\"", 

                    "        \"];\"" 

                  ] 

              } 

          } 

        ] 

    } 

} 

Listing 8: Graphical description for the SparseMat 

4.2 Abstraction of the source code 

The abstraction of the source code is both a logical model written in JML or ACSL/ACSL++ 

and a state machine model able to be executed. This section mainly focuses on the state 

machine representation to be obtained from the high-level representation of the previous 

section. 

The state machine executable model requires: 

 a state identifier that is an enumerated variable, 

 additional fields, 

 methods that transform the state and that have the same name as the methods in the 

source code. 

The state machine should come from a representation (in the Graphical Specification 

Language) that enables to retrieve the high-level representation. The high-level graphical 

representation should be retrieved from the model with a GSL description as simple as 
{ 

  "class": "...", # name of the class to draw 

  "object": "...", # object = instance of the class 

  "content": 

  { "type": "default" } 

} 

Hence, the symbolic high-level representation of the matrix at the end of Section 4.1 (see 

Listing 7) corresponds to an executable C++ model implementing an abstract tree with some 

simplification rules. 

 state = SConstant represents the abstraction of any matrix 

 state = SZero represents the matrix 0 

 state = SOne represents the identity matrix 

 state = SAdd / SMul / SSub represents the addition / multiplication / substraction 

of two matrices: fstSubMatrix and sndSubMatrix. It is obtained after applying the 

methods operator+, operator* or operator/. 

 state = SInverse represents the inverse of a matrix: fstSubMatrix. 
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struct MatrixModel { 

  enum State { SConstant, SZero, SOne, SAdd, SSub, SMul, SInverse } state; 

  // additional fields = childs of the node, state gives the operation 

  std::unique_ptr<MatrixModel> fstSubMatrix, sndSubMatrix; 

 

  MatrixModel(const Matrix& source) : state(SConstant) // abstraction 

    { if (source.isZero()) state = SZero; 

      else if (source.isIdentity()) state = SOne; 

    } 

  MatrixModel(const MatrixModel& source) 

    : state(source.state), 

      fstSubMatrix(source.fstSubMatrix ? new MatrixModel(*source.fstSubMatrix) : nullptr), 
      sndSubMatrix(source.sndSubMatrix ? new MatrixModel(*source.sndSubMatrix) : nullptr) {} 

  MatrixModel(MatrixModel&& source) = default; 

  bool operator==(const MatrixModel& src) const // equality of two trees 

    { if (state != src.state) return false; 

      if (state == SConstant) return this == &src; // approximation 

      if (state >= SAdd && state <= SMul) 

        return *fstSubMatrix == *src.fstSubMatrix 

            && *sndSubMatrix == *src.sndSubMatrix; 

      if (state == SInverse) 

        return *fstSubMatrix == *src.fstSubMatrix; 

      return true; 

    } 

  MatrixModel& operator+=(const MatrixModel& src) // model method 

    { if (state == SContant) return *this; 

      if (src.state == SConstant) 

      { state = SConstant; 

        fstSubMatrix.clear(); sndSubMatrix.clear(); return *this; 

      } 

      if (src.state == SZero) return *this; 

      if (state == SZero) return operator=(src); 

      if (state == SSub && *sndSubMatrix == src) 

      { operator=(*fstSubMatrix); return *this; } 

      std::unique_ptr<MatrixModel> newFirst = new MatrixModel(*this); 

      sndSubMatrix = new MatrixModel(src); 

      fstSubMatrix = std::move(newFirst); 

      state = SAdd; 

      simplify(); 

      return *this; 

    } 

  void simplify(); // apply the simplification rules of Listing 7 

  bool contain(const MatrixModel& source) const // test the inclusion of models 

    { if (state == source.state) 

        return (!fstSubMatrix) ? true 

            : (fstSubMatrix->contain(*source.fstSubMatrix) && (!sndSubMatrix ? true 

            : sndSubMatrix->contain(*source.sndSubMatrix))); 

      if (state == SConstant) 

        return true; 

      if (source.state == SConstant) 

        return false; 

      return false; 

    } 

  void merge(const MatrixModel& source) // merge operation 

    { if (state == source.state) { 

        if (fstSubMatrix) fstSubMatrix->merge(*source.fstSubMatrix); 

        if (sndSubMatrix) sndSubMatrix->merge(*source.sndSubMatrix); 

      } 

      else { 

        state = SConstant; 

        fstSubMatrix.reset(); 

        sndSubMatrix.reset(); 

      } 
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    } 

  ... 

  struct Matrix concretize() const 

    { struct Matrix result; 

      if (state == SConstant) { … } // fill result with random values 

      else if (state == SZero) { … } // fill result with 0 values 

      else if (state == SOne) { … } // fill result with 1 values on the diagonal 

      else if (state == SAdd) { … } // addition of two matrices 

      else ... 

      return result; 

    } 

}; 

Listing 9: Subpart of the State Machine Model of the struct Matrix 

This model is an approximation: it enables to prove some properties at the end of Section 4.1 

but not all. For instance, the property A+B = B+A is not proved if A and B have state SConstant 

before the application of the operation +. The method “concretize” enables making connections 

between the state machine model and the data-structure. 

Symbolic models are often approximated unless there exists a normalization algorithm, since 

the number of symbolic combinations is infinite whereas the enumeration of the states is finite. 

In formal specification languages, the reviewer is also likely to write models to be able to prove 

high-level properties. The models are often simplified “data structures” in the logic world. The 

proofs for connecting the code with the high-level models start by setting the connection 

between the data-structure and the model. 

A (state machine) model is a convenient view of the precise source code and it covers only 

some aspects of the code. Hence, the PKM is likely to store different state machine models for 

a given class. The state machine models are likely to be stored in the “annotation” artifact, but 

also in the raw source code and Abstract Syntax Tree artifacts as simplified alternative of the 

concrete source code (for debug, animation of documentation and verification issues). 

4.3 Unit Debug Session 

The Unit Debug Session is mainly based on the Interactive Formal Debugger (IFD), which is 

still under development. The Interactive Formal Debugger proposes the same User Interface 

as the Interactive Code Debugger described in D3.4 “Semi-Automatic Generation of ASFM”, 

that is a debugger interface like gdb13, ddd14 or the debugger interface of Visual Studio Code15 

or Eclipse16. 

Unlike a standard debugger, a formal debugger does not need a run-time to debug but only 

some source code files. The analysis starts at a given function/method and it uses the (formal) 

properties attached to the arguments to advance until the end of the function/method. For that, 

                                                

13 https://www.gnu.org/software/gdb/ 

14 https://www.gnu.org/software/ddd/ 

15 https://code.visualstudio.com/ 

16 https://www.eclipse.org/ 

https://www.gnu.org/software/gdb/
https://www.gnu.org/software/ddd/
https://code.visualstudio.com/
https://www.eclipse.org/
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it propagates the (formal) properties initially provided by the invariant of the data structure (for 

a method) and by the preconditions of the function/method. On a conditional instruction like “if 

(x > 0)” the analysis explores the “then” branch by adding the “then branch” property “(x > 0)”.  

It then explores the “else” branch by adding the “else branch” property “x  0”. At the end of 

the conditional, the analysis merges the properties of both branches and it goes on to 

propagate the properties until the end of the function/method. 

Such an analysis is likely to stop on a dynamic function call that is not solved: for instance, it 

will stop on a call through a function pointer for which no property is known – it is not reasonable 

to explore all the available functions – or on a virtual method whose object’s type is not known. 

The user can then provide additional properties/hints to locally solve the problem through the 

interactive interface. This section develops how this IFD tool is used to validate a graphical 

representation attached to a class, to validate an abstraction/an executable model of some 

parts of the code and to validate some formal annotations. This validation is interactive with 

the objective to add hints that will enable the future automatic verification in a Continuous 

Integration Environment and will complete the Traceability Matrix of DECODER. 

As explained in the synchronization workflow of section 4.1 – see the end of the introduction – 

the reviewer usually adopts a bottom-up approach from the low-level classes to the high-level 

classes that organize the logical functions of the library / software. 

The intermediate and the high-level classes are debugged thanks to (executable) state-

machine models of the low-level and intermediate classes. The state machine model 

abstraction comes from the high-level representation present in the documentation that the 

reviewer has to translate into models. Then, to formally validate an abstraction, s/he can also 

launch the formal debugger on the public methods of the class with the following process: 

1. Translate the high-level representation into a low-level representation as the pre-

conditions of the public methods of the class. This translation is a concretization 

process. 

2. Launch the interactive (formal and/or code) debugger on the public method of the class 

with the low-level pre-conditions as hypotheses and obtain a low-level representation 

of the post-conditions. 

3. Translate the low-level representation of the post-condition into a high-level 

representation. This translation is an abstraction process. 

4. Check at a glance that the result of the abstraction fits with the high-level class 

invariants. 

The abstraction and the concretization (see Listing 9) are methods of the state machine model 

that the reviewer can incrementally refine to make this process more automatic. The 

concretization method provides a generic low-level data structure that the low-level GSL 

description automatically translates into the low-level representation – Step 1. After Step 2, the 

abstraction method provides a high-level data structure that the high-level GSL description 

automatically translates into the high-level representation – Step 3. 
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4.3.1 Validation of a graphical representation 

The interactive debugging helps to validate the graphical representation. This subsection 

shows it for the “job” function of the example of Figure 12. 

 

The memory before the interactive session can be displayed with commands like 

> py print(dbgate.open(“graph.dot”)) 

0 

> call dbgate.dump(M, 0) 

> call dbgate.dump(X, 0) 

> call dbgate.dump(R, 0) 

> py dbgate.close(0) 

in the interactive code debugger of deliverable D3.4 “Semi-Automatic Generation of ASFM” or 

in the interactive formal debugger. We suppose that the adequate GSL format has been 

attached to the type “struct Matrix” and “struct Vector” (see subsection 4.1.3). 

The interactive code debugger will display concrete values because it needs an executable 

with a main function to initialize the memory before calling the function job. 

 

The interactive formal debugger only will display formal values, since the debug session starts 

with the job function (instead of the main function): the interactive formal debugger only needs 

to load the source code of the job function to start a debug session. Hence, it will display unique 

symbols in the cells of the matrix / symbols. 

 

void job( matrix M, vector X, vector R )
{
  for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++) {
    R->coord[i] = 0 :
    for (int j = 0; j < 4; j++) {
      R->coord[i] += M->coeff[i][j] * X->coord[j];
    }
  }
}
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If the reviewer sets a breakpoint at line 4. If then s/he types the “continue” command two times 

and if s/he draws the values of M, X, and R, this will display 

 

in the interactive code debugger and 

 

in the interactive formal debugger. 

For the third “continue”, the display will be 

 

and the final display at the end of the “job” function will be 
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For the reviewer point of view, the graphical representation is valid, because it displays all the 

internal modifications of the memory, which means that the implicit invariants are never broken. 

At the end, the R vector is in conformance with the expectations of the job function, so its 

representation is validated. 

4.3.2 Validation of an abstraction 

The validation of an abstraction requires 

 the source code of the class, 

 the validated executable models of the subclasses (the sub-abstractions), 

 the executable model of our class (the abstraction to validate), 

 the low-level and high-level representation of our class. 

Let us take the opencv class SparseMat as example and its symbolic abstraction defined in 

Listing 9 of Section 4.2. 

Validation of the abstraction function 

The abstraction function (low-level  high-level) is the constructor of the model that takes the 

source class as input. 
struct MatrixModel { 

  MatrixModel(const Matrix& source) : state(SConstant) // abstraction 

    { if (source.isZero()) state = SZero; 

      else if (source.isIdentity()) state = SOne; 

    } 

}; 

The Unit Debug Session validates it by formal analysis of this constructor: if at the end of this 

constructor, no formal hypotheses have been put on the source Matrix and if the representation 

of the MatrixModel (“this” object) shows that no invariants are broken. 

Validation of the concretization function 

The concretization function (high-level  low-level) is the method concretize with our class 

model as input. 
struct MatrixModel { 

  struct Matrix concretize() const 

    { struct Matrix result; 

      if (state == SConstant) { … } // fill result with random values 

      else if (state == SZero) { … } // fill result with 0 values 

      else if (state == SOne) { … } // fill result with 1 values on the diagonal 

      else if (state == SAdd) { … } // addition of two matrices 

      else ... 

      return result; 

    } 

}; 

The Unit Debug Session validates it by formal analysis of this method: if at the end of this 

constructor, no formal hypotheses have been put on the model MatrixModel and if the 

representation of the Matrix (result object) shows that no invariants are broken. 

The function rand() can be used to produce random values in a given range: rand() % MAX 

produces the interval [0, MAX-1] and all values in this interval are possible. 
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Validation of the contain and merge methods 

These operations should be present in the model to help the validation of the operations (see 

next part). 
struct MatrixModel { 

  bool contain(const MatrixModel& source) const // test the inclusion of models 

    { if (state == source.state) 

        return (!fstSubMatrix) ? true 

            : (fstSubMatrix->contain(*source.fstSubMatrix) && (!sndSubMatrix ? true 

            : sndSubMatrix->contain(*source.sndSubMatrix))); 

      if (state == SConstant) 

        return true; 

      if (source.state == SConstant) 

        return false; 

      return false; 

    } 

  void merge(const MatrixModel& source) // merge operation 

    { if (state == source.state) { 

        if (fstSubMatrix) fstSubMatrix->merge(*source.fstSubMatrix); 

        if (sndSubMatrix) sndSubMatrix->merge(*source.sndSubMatrix); 

      } 

      else { 

        state = SConstant; 

        fstSubMatrix.reset(); 

        sndSubMatrix.reset(); 

      } 

    } 

}; 

The method contain is validated if the Unit Debug Session formally validates that the concretize 

method followed by the constructor (abstraction function) and applied to the contain method 

cannot return false. 

The method merge is validated if the Unit Debug Session formally validates that the result of 

the merge method followed by the method contain cannot return false, both for the object and 

for the source argument. 

Validation of the operations 

The operations are the public methods of the source class Matrix; they should be present in 

the class MatrixModel with the same signature except that the models should replace the 

original classes in the signature. 
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struct MatrixModel { 

  MatrixModel(const MatrixModel& source) 

    : state(source.state), 

      fstSubMatrix(source.fstSubMatrix ? new MatrixModel(*source.fstSubMatrix) : nullptr), 

      sndSubMatrix(source.sndSubMatrix ? new MatrixModel(*source.sndSubMatrix) : nullptr) {} 

  MatrixModel(MatrixModel&& source) = default; 

  bool operator==(const MatrixModel& src) const // equality of two trees 

    { if (state != src.state) return false; 

      if (state == SConstant) return this == &src; // approximation 

      if (state >= SAdd && state <= SMul) 

        return *fstSubMatrix == *src.fstSubMatrix 

            && *sndSubMatrix == *src.sndSubMatrix; 

      if (state == SInverse) 

        return *fstSubMatrix == *src.fstSubMatrix; 

      return true; 

    } 

  MatrixModel& operator+=(const MatrixModel& src) // model method 

    { if (state == SContant) return *this; 

      if (src.state == SConstant) 

      { state = SConstant; 

        fstSubMatrix.clear(); sndSubMatrix.clear(); return *this; 

      } 

      if (src.state == SZero) return *this; 

      if (state == SZero) return operator=(src); 

      if (state == SSub && *sndSubMatrix == src) 

      { operator=(*fstSubMatrix); return *this; } 

      std::unique_ptr<MatrixModel> newFirst = new MatrixModel(*this); 

      sndSubMatrix = new MatrixModel(src); 

      fstSubMatrix = std::move(newFirst); 

      state = SAdd; 

      simplify(); 

      return *this; 

    } 

}; 

Then, the Unit Debug Session has to validate every operation one by one. The validation 

process: 

1. applies the formal verification on the function that successively calls (1) the concretize 

methods on the object and all the arguments of the operation, (2) the original source 

operation (the concrete operation), (3) the constructor of the models for every modified 

object in the memory (abstraction function). 

2. applies the formal verification of the model function and checks that the modified 

models in memory “contain” the corresponding models as results of the previous 

step 1: the result of “contain” cannot be false. 

For all these validations, the reviewer then has access to debug commands (see deliverable 

D3.4) like “step”, “next”, “continue” that can formally (or concretely) interpret the source code 

and the model. The low-level and high-level graphical representations help to quickly 

understand the origin of an anomaly (in the model or in the source code). 

4.3.3 Validation of formal annotations 

The formal annotations generated by the NLP also need some verification to become valid and 

provable. This verification should be efficient in a debug session to decide which artifact should 

be modified – the code source, the documentation or the annotations. Such a debug session 

has four steps, from the more concrete one to the more formal one: 
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1. The test is executed in a debugger on enhanced code that includes uses of the E-ACSL 

plugin of Frama-C for C/C++ code (resp. OpenJML for Java code): For C/++ code, the 

debugger includes the drawing of the class’ state during the debug session (see Task 

T3.4 “Incremental generation of ASFM from code with visual formal debugging GUI” 

and deliverable D3.4 “semi-automatic generation of ASFM – version 1”), 

2. Then, the test is generalized and an abstract execution is performed, e.g., concrete 

values are replaced by intervals, as in Frama-C/Eva plugin 

3. Separation hypotheses are generated with user's help so that a precise view of the 

memory can be provided to the analysis tool, 

4. The proof is tried using the WP plugin of Frama-C. On failure, the TIP integrated to the 

Frama-C GUI can be used to help the user end the proof (or detect a problem). 

As we mentioned in subsection 4.1.2, memory regions can be computed for a particular 

function using a region analysis. This can be used as a basis by the user to tweak the memory 

separation hypothesis before continuing the analysis. The region analysis is indeed built to be 

optimistic: by default, it will assume as much separation as possible, thus the user might need 

to force some pointers to be aliased. This is provided via the specification language proposed 

in Figure 11. This textual driver can be generated from a graphical view. 

Once the hypotheses are generated, the proof can be tried on the function. On complex proofs, 

it is common that SMT solvers will fail to automatically prove the goal. In this case, WP provides 

an interactive theorem prover to finish the proof. 

4.4 Refinement of Models 

The refinement of models concerns the UML/Model artifact and the state machines models. 

The refinement of UML models will be studied a bit later in D3.5. 

The product of State machines is built from two different and orthogonal views of the same 

class, as if the product inherits from its state sub-machines. The reduced product is a 

simplification of this product that removes the unreachable states when the views are not 

completely orthogonal. 
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struct ...Model1 { 

  enum State { S1, S2, S3, ... } state; 

 

}; 

 

struct ...Model2 { 

  enum State { S1, S2, S3, ... } state; 

 

}; 

 

struct ...Model { // product model 

  enum State 

     { S1_1, S1_1, S1_3, ..., S2_1, S2_2, S2_3, ..., S3_1, S3_2, S3_3, ... } 

   state; 

 

}; 

 

struct ...Model { // reduced product model = remove states that are not reachable 

                  // from at least a method 

  enum State 

     { S1_1, ..., S2_2, ..., S3_1, S3_2, S3_3, ... } 

   state; 

 

}; 

Listing 10: Reduced Product of State Machine Models 

The reduced product is a way to refine a state machine with another one. Model checking17 

and its refinement techniques should provide many ways of refining such a model. 

4.5 Identification of inconsistencies between artifacts 

This last subsection concerns the preparation of update operations for the PKM. 

Reviewers are also in charge of identifying, documenting and fixing inconsistencies that may 

exist between related artifacts, specifically between the implemented source code and other 

related artifacts such as documents or models. However, these artifacts may be described at 

different abstraction levels, in different languages, etc. which makes their comparison difficult. 

For this reason, DECODER proposes to assist reviewers in this reviewing task by providing 

tools such as the one presented in this section. Specifically, this tool is targeted to compare 

source code and the related UML models (e.g., a UML class diagram). To this end, DECODER 

provides a UML model comparison that computes and displays the differences between the 

contents of two UML class artifacts. These two UML class artifacts refer to the UML class 

diagram built by an analyst during the analysis phase and the UML class diagram that is 

generated, by applying reverse engineering, from the implemented source code. Figure 16 

illustrates with a mockup how this tool would look like. As this figure shows, the user is provided 

with dropdown and check lists to specify the elements that are interesting in this comparison. 

According to this selection criteria, the user should first select the main element of the UML 

class diagram meta-model to compare, then the specific element related to the main element 

selected and finally the type of differences he/she is interested in (i.e., differences that refer to 

                                                

17 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model_checking 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model_checking
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new added elements (creations), to eliminated elements (deletions), and to modified elements 

(modifications).    

 

Figure 16: UML class model comparison tool mockup 

This selection is applied to the two UML class models (file 1 and file 2) loaded in the tool by 

the corresponding controls (file upload buttons shown in the bottom of Figure 16). This 

selection allows an easy visualization of the differences that exist between the two models. 

Then, based on it, the reviewer may decide to perform changes in one of the models or in the 

related source code to recover the consistency.  

4.6 GSL integration with the DECODER toolset 

The first DECODER tool that takes advantage of the GSL is the Interactive Formal Debugger 

(IFD) described at the beginning of Section 4.3 and the Interactive Code Debugger described 

in D3.4 “Semi-Automatic Generation of ASFM”. Hence, the first GSL version just has the 

functions required for the needs of this tool that are: 

 the basic display of a code data structure based on boxes and arrows (see the 

explanations below Figure 10 and Figure 14 in section 4.1.1). This display is available 

through the following IFD debugger commands: 
> call dbgate.dump(this, 0) 

> call dbgate.dump(this, 0, DBGate::LOW) 

> call dbgate.dump(this, 0, DBGate::HIGH) 

 

where DBGate::LOW and DBGate::HIGH are attributes to display the low-level 

description or the high-level description of a class. The result can be seen in Figure 14. 
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 the ability to modify the display of a data structure through IFD debugger commands 

like: 

> call dbgate.update_gsl(DBGate::LOW, “MyClass”) 

that opens a new form with a basic GSL editor to attach a low-level description for 

MyClass. The command “dbgate.update_gsl” enables to test if the description is 

pertinent or not. By replacing “LOW” with “HIGH”, it is possible to enter a high-level 

description for MyClass. 

 the ability to import a full GSL description attached to a set of classes: 

> call dbgate.import_gsl(“my_classes_gsl.json”) 

the default display is available if no GSL description is imported (for a class). 

 

 the ability to export the full GSL descriptions with the following IFD debugger command  

> call dbgate.export_gsl(“my_classes_gsl.json”) 

 the ability to create animations for a method, a function with the IFD commands (that 

take their inspiration from the gdb commands): 
> breakpoint my_file.cpp:17 

  Breakpoint 1 at 0x1d66ea: file my_file.cpp, line 17. 

 

> commands 1 

> silent 

> call dbgate.dump(this, 0) 

> continue 

> end 

 

> call dbgate.animate_gsl(“my_class::my_method”) 

 the ability to export an animation in Jupyter Notebook with the IFD command 

> call dbgate.animate_gsl(“my_class::my_method”, “my_anim.ipynb”) 

 the ability to load a model of code (see sections 4.2 and section 4.3.2) attached to a 

set of classes: 

> call dbgate.load_model(“my_classes_model.cpp”) 

If this file is soon loaded, the previous model is replaced by the new one. If a model 

exists, the high level GSL description of a class is replaced by the GSL description of 

its model. 

If the IFD creates and modifies the graphical description of the classes in the GSL language, 

such a description has strong connection with some other artifacts like the code, the 

documentation and the models; this connection helps to validate both the description and the 

artifact (see sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2). 
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 The formal or concrete execution code animates the GSL description (section 4.3.1); if 

the description cannot be displayed at some execution point, that may reveal a bug in 

the code or an incomplete description. 

 The documentation is likely to integrate the drawings provided by the GSL description 

to explain the data structures and how the methods/functions modifies them. 

 The GSL description of an executable model of the code should be very similar with 

the high-level description of the code (section 4.3.2): if it is not the case, the code 

should receive another high-level description or the model should be revised to be more 

abstract or more refined. 

Hence, the tools that interact with the documentation like doc-to-asfm18 and the tools that 

interact with the formal annotations like Frama-C19 and OpenJML20 have interest to recognize 

the GSL language. In practice, these interactions will probably be fully integrated after the end 

of the project DECODER, since it requires heavy additional developments like: 

 creating a new artifact to store, update the GSL descriptions of a code, 

 creating a new artifact to store, update the abstractions of a code, 

 integrating these artifacts in the DECODER traceability matrix, 

 recognizing and managing GSL in the tools doc-to-asfm, Frama-C and OpenJML, 

 defining some synchronization procedures with the automatic updates of the 

animations in the documentation in case of modification of the GSL description, of the 

code, 

 defining new verification procedures in the Continuous Integration Environment to 

automatically check that an abstraction model is consistent and valid. 

DECODER will first concentrate on demonstrating that these interactions are feasible through 

the GSL language in the interface of the Interactive Formal Debugger. This point should be 

more detailed in deliverable D3.5 “Final version of the generation of ASFM in a full Eclipse 

development flow”. 

 

                                                

18 https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/doc_to_asfm 

19 https://frama-c.com/ 

20 https://www.openjml.org/ 

https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/doc_to_asfm
https://frama-c.com/
https://www.openjml.org/
https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/doc_to_asfm
https://frama-c.com/
https://www.openjml.org/
https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/doc_to_asfm
https://frama-c.com/
https://www.openjml.org/
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5 Query language to retrieve parts from the PKM documents 

In order to make queries in the PKM and retrieve parts of the documents, we propose a query 

language. Documents in the PKM are stored as JSON files and can be queried with the 

MongoDB query language. MongoDB provides the find function to retrieve documents from a 

MongoDB database.Nevertheless, the find sentences are strongly dependent on the structure 

of the JSON files, which should be transparent for users of our query language. To allow 

technological independent queries, we wrapped the MongoDB query language with a high-

level language that allows making queries that are near to the users’ needs. This language 

splits a selection sentence into three main parts, which refer to the scope of the query (Source), 

to the type of element being retrieved by the query (Concept), and the condition to be satisfied 

by the retrieved instances (Condition).  

To illustrate these parts, we make use of the following scenario: let us consider a software 

development project to manage bank customers and their accounts. Consider now that a 

developer modifies the attribute accountNum of the BankAccount class. After this modification, 

the developer wants to make sure that this change does not introduce any inconsistency with 

the artifacts related to it, e.g., requirements, documentation, UML models (class and use case), 

etc. To this end, the developer may query the PKM to identify which are these related artifacts 

and which parts need to be checked. Let us consider that the developer wants to query the 

operations specified in the UML class diagrams that are affected by the modification of such 

attribute. The query to be constructed in this case would be the following: 

 
1. CONCEPT operations 

2. SOURCE ClassDiagram 

3.  RELATED TO compilationUnit 

4.  IS “accountNum” 

5.     SOURCE SourceCode 

 

Next, we use this query to explain in more detail the three main parts of the query language 

and to show how to retrieve the interesting knowledge from the PKM. 

Source. It determines the PKM collections from where to do the search, i.e., it delimits the 

scope of the search to perform. If this value is not specified, it means that the user wants to 

query all the collections of the PKM. The selection sentence is constructed with the keyword 

SOURCE followed by the name of the collection. The collections that can be used to narrow 

the query are the ones presented in D1.3 “Open source PKM server-side software”. Thus, the 

source part of the query in order to search on the ClassDiagram collection is the one showed 

in line 2. 

Concept to be searched. It determines the types of elements that are going to be retrieved 

by the query from the collection determined in the SOURCE part. It can refer to any element 

that is part of the set of metamodels that make up the DECODER ecosystem, i.e., it can refer 

to a metaclass (e.g., SourceCode, ForStatement, Tool, Person, Loop, etc.), to an attribute of 

a metaclass (e.g., the filetype attribute of the SourceCode metaclass), or to a relationship 

between metaclasses (e.g., the referencedLibrary reflexive relationship of the SourceCode 
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metaclass). The selection sentence is constructed with the keyword CONCEPT to determine 

the elements to be searched. Following with the scenario, to retrieve the methods defined in 

the class diagrams stored in the ClassDiagram collection, we may add to the SOURCE 

statement defined previously, the CONCEPT statement specifying the metaclass “operations” 

as shown in line 1.  

Condition that has to be fulfilled. It determines the condition that has to be fulfilled by the 

retrieved instances. This condition can be defined from the non-explicit relationships that exist 

between different artifacts (e.g., source code and a UML class model) due to the similarity of 

their content and that can be extracted from the traceability matrix (Condition from non-explicit 

relationships) or from the explicit relationships that are defined in the metamodel (Condition 

from explicit relationships).  

 Condition from non-explicit relationships: This type of condition will be used when we are 

interested in retrieving an artifact whose content is highly similar to the content of another 

one. This condition is defined as a nested query (see lines 3-5) where we should specify 

the related artifact by using the RELATED TO keyword (see line 3). This kind of condition 

is possible since the PKM keeps, in a traceability matrix, links and cross-references 

between the artifacts of the PKM.  

 Condition from explicit relationships: This type of condition will be used when we are 

interested in retrieving elements from the metamodel that have (or are related to) an 

element (metaclass, attribute or relationship) whose value matches the value specified in 

the condition. This condition can be applied in both queries, i.e., the main one and the 

nested one. In both cases, this element can be defined by the own element specified in the 

CONCEPT/RELATED TO part of the corresponding query or by the elements that are 

reachable through the existing relationships. Besides, we can specify whether we are 

looking for an exact match (by using the IS keyword) or for a partial match (by using the 

AS keyword) and then indicating the literal to be searched. According to the proposed 

scenario, and as shown in line 4, we should use the IS keyword since we know the exact 

literal we are looking for. However, if this would not be the case, we could also use the AS 

keyword followed by, for example, the “account” literal. In this case, this literal would be 

used as a substring in the final search, retrieving as a result all the related elements that 

contain such substring (e.g., lockAccount, numOfAccounts, etc.).  

As a result, the constructed query would return the class operations that have a relationship 

with any source code that either contains the literal “accountNum” or is related with any 

element that contains the literal “accountNum”. 

To actually query the PKM we should translate this query into a query in the MongoDB query 

language. This MongoDB query sentence performs a search over the PKM. The translation is 

made based on several templates shown in the following table. 
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1 CONCEPT concept,  

SOURCE source 

db.getCollection('source').find({},{concept:1}) 

If the source is not specified, a query for each collection is 
generated. 

2 CONCEPT concept  

IS “feature” 

SOURCE source 

db.getCollection('source').find({$or: 

[{concept.field1:”feature”}, 

{concept.field2:”feature”}…]},{concept:1})  

Where field1, field2 are the different fields of the specified concept 
and its related concepts. 

3 CONCEPT concept  

AS “feature” 

SOURCE source 

db.getCollection('source').find({$or: 

[{concept.field1:{$regex:/feature/}}, 

{concept.field2:{$regex:/feature/}}…]},{concept:

1}) 

Where field1, field2 are the different fields of the specified concept 
and its related concepts. 

4 CONCEPT concept 

SOURCE source 

   RELATED TO 

concept2     

   AS “feature” 

   SOURCE source2 

 

A first query obtains the id of the artifacts associated to concept2: 

db.getCollection('source2').find({$or: 

[{concept2.field1:{$regex: /feature/}}, 

{concept2.field2:{$regex: 

/feature/}}…]},{_id:1}) 

A second query obtains all the ids associated to the artifacts of 
the collection ‘source’: 

db.getCollection('source').find({},{_id:1}) 

 

Then, the Traceability Matrix service is invoked to obtain the 
degree of relationship between the artifacts: 

curl -X POST https:// <removed for refereeing> 
/traceability/ -h {key:LOGIN_KEY} -d 

{artifact1:ARTEFACT_1_ID, 

artifact2:ARTEFACT_2_ID} 

 

This service returns a JSON object that specifies the degree of 
relationship between two artifacts with the following format: 

{artifact1:ARTEFACT_ID,artifact2:ARTEFACT_ID, 

relationshipDegree:REL_DEGREE} 

 

Finally, we select only those artifacts with a high degree of 
relationship and performs the following query: 

db.getCollection('source').find({$or:[{_id:ARTEF

ACT_ID},{_id:ARTEFACT_ID}...]},{concept:1}) 

where ARTEFACT_ID are the different IDs of the artifacts with a 
higher degree of relationship 
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6 Graphical User Interface to support the Reviewer Tasks 

In order to give support to the reviewer tasks in the DECODER environment, we have designed 

specific widgets in the DECODER GUI for the needs of the review tasks.  

When the reviewer logs in the DECODER GUI and selects the project he/she wants to work 

with, he/she is redirected to the reviewer homepage (see Figure 17). In this homepage, the 

reviewer has access to the list of review requests that have been created in the project. This 

list includes, for each review request, its title, creation date, status (open, pending, or closed), 

and the users involved in it.  

 

Figure 17: Reviewer homepage 

All this information can be displayed as a summary in a modal window (see Figure 18) by 

clicking the eye icon placed at the right side of item dedicated to each request.  

In addition, this homepage displays comments made by the reviewers during the reviewing 

tasks performed. 
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Figure 18: Review request information 

When the reviewer clicks on a review request item from the list of review requests, the page 

of the review request is opened (see Figure 19). In this page, the reviewer can see the review 

request information such as the status, the request date, the review description, the review 

session history, and the list of artifacts under revision.  

At the end of a review request, the reviewer can close it by means of the close button of this 

page. When the reviewer clicks on the close button, a confirmation window is shown with the 

possibility to add a description of the revision (see Figure 20). 
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Figure 19: Review request preview 

 

Figure 20: Review request close confirmation 
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When the reviewer wants to review a specific artifact of the review request, he/she can 

download it by pressing the download icon (see Figure 21). Once the artifact is downloaded, 

the reviewer can edit it with the tool associated to that artifact. For example, if the artifact is 

source code, the reviewer can download it and edit it with the Eclipse IDE or any other IDE in 

an offline manner.  

 

Figure 21: Artifact download 

Once the reviewer reviews the artifact and edits it, he/she can upload it to the review session 

with the upload button. 

Moreover, the reviewer can launch analysis tools on the artifact to check the inconsistencies. 

To do this, the reviewer can click on the tool icon of the artifact item and tools page is opened 

(see Figure 22). 

In the analysis tools page, the reviewer can also download and upload the artifact (see Figure 

23), and can execute the tool. For each tool, all execution options are shown in order to let the 

reviewer configure the execution of the tool (see Figure 22). 

When the reviewer launches the tool, he/she obtains a report of results so that he/she can see 

it and check if the review is done or not. 
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Figure 22: Analysis tools page 
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Figure 23: Download artifact from the analysis tool page 
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Figure 24: Analysis tool launched 
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7 Reproducible Examples on the open-source Use Cases 

This section illustrates the ASFM usage along the different use cases provided in DECODER 

(WP6). In all cases, the scenario used to illustrate the project relates to the situation in which 

the reviewer selects an open or pending review request, inspect the related artifacts and fixes 

or completes those artifacts (she/he can even create new artifacts) to close the selected 

request. These generic steps performed in all examples are shown in Figure 25: 

 

Figure 25: Generic steps performed by the reviewer during the reviewing task 

As shown in Section 4.5, the GUI developed in DECODER is used to guide and assist the 

reviewer during her/his reviewing task. Through this GUI, the reviewer uses the tools required 

to perform the task as well as to download and upload the artifacts being inspected and 

modified respectively. The mechanisms used to execute the required tools vary depending on 

the tool intention. For this reason, some tools will be directly invoked, from the GUI, through 

the corresponding API (e.g., source code analysis tools), others will be downloaded from the 

PKM to be run locally by the reviewer (e.g., model editors).  

The following subsections detail on the one hand how the ASFM is used by the reviewer to 

perform the reviewing task, and also the interactions that occur between the reviewer, the PKM 

and the DECODER tools ecosystem to support such task. For this purpose, the two tasks 

depicted as a group (dotted block) in Figure 25, i.e., tasks “Inspect artifacts related to the 

review request selected”, and “Fix or complete inspected artifacts”, will be detailed for each 

example according to the type of artifact being manipulated. 

7.1 My-Thai-Star 

This example is based on the use case C of DECODER: Extraction and verification of (Industry 

Standard) Application Design Documentation (ADD).  

This case study plans to demonstrate that the tools and methods developed in the different 

work packages result in a usable documentation. To do that we will use the My-Thai-Star 

reference and showcase application within the devonfw Platform. It is an application developed 

for a hypothetical restaurant that wants to improve its presence online by providing not only 

the menu but offering the customers a full interactive experience with the application. By using 

this application, the guest users can book a table, order dishes, invite friends or rate dishes, 

etc. This application was designed and developed as a real, functional application with a full 

design and documentation. It comes with different possible client and server implementations. 

It serves as an example for the developers and demonstrates recommended Architecture 
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practices. This will provide the basis for generating a new documentation set and verification 

of an existing one. The input for this use case will be: (1) the design documents, (2) the 

documentation for My-Thai-Star, and (3) the fully documented source code of My-Thai-Star 

and relevant parts (libraries) from the underlying devonfw platform, both client (Angular 5.1, 

using TypeScript) and server (Spring Boot 1.x using Java 8). This source code will be specified 

by adding JML annotations to specify pre-conditions, post-conditions or invariants, etc. 

The idea is to use DECODER to generate the set of documents known as ASD format, from 

the existing code base and documentation of a legacy project 

In this example, we envision that the reviewer attends a review request to review the generated 

JML annotations in the source code using the Jmlgen tool. Jmlgen tool generates JML 

annotations from what can be guessed out of a java project. These annotations must be 

reviewed and modified to become exploitable annotations (as presented in D3.2). The classes 

selected to exemplify the review scenario are the following: 

 BookingmanagementImpl.java 

 UsermanagementImpl.java 

An example of an annotation generated by Jmlgen tool for the BookingmanagementImpl.java 

file can be seen at line 258 of Figure 26. 

 

Figure 26: Example of generated JML annotations from Jmlgen tool 

Following the generic review process illustrated in Figure 25, first the reviewer logs into 

DECODER platform and selects the review request associated to the review of the JML 

annotations. Then, he/she extracts the ASFM part related to the code and the documentation 

involved by the class under review. For example, for the BookingmanagementImpl.java class, 

the ASFM extracted for the code and formal annotations (see Listing 11) is the source code 

plus the ASFM file that defines the extracted content in AST format.  

{  

  "type": "asfm_source_code", 

  "entity": "MyThaiStar/BookingmanagementImpl.java ", 

  "info": "code-and-annotations", 
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  "header-file": "..." 

  "directory": "..." 

} 

Listing 11: Example of ASFM extracted for code and formal annotations. 

In order to better review the annotations, the reviewer also extracts the class model associated 

to the classes under review by means of the operation classModelXMI2JSONTransformer. 

The class model extracted associated to the class BookingmanagementImpl.java is shown in 

Figure 27. 
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Figure 27: Class diagram of the BookingmanagementImpl class 

Then, by means of the tool doc-to-asfm, the documentation of the class under review is 

extracted. The documentation file only contains the structured documentation of the 

module/class/method for which annotations are required. Some parts of the documentation 

introduce formal properties, like the invariant, the pre-condition and the post-condition 

sections. The declaration of the class in the documentation enables to synchronize the 

documentation with the Abstract Syntax Tree of the code. In particular, the documentation may 

rename differently the arguments of some methods; hence, the renaming is identified to solve 

some synchronization issues.  
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Figure 28: Example of generated reviewed JML annotations for the method getBookingDao 

At this point, the reviewer reviews the JML annotations and completes them. When he/she 

completes the annotations (see Figure 28), the reviewer uploads a new version of the java 

source file using the ASTExtractor tool and the JML2JSON tool that takes as input the json 

annotation file generated by the ASTExtractor and transforms it into a new json file to be sent 

to the PKM. Finally, the reviewer does an openJML code review to check the updated 

annotations. At the end of the review, the reviewer closes the review session and brings a 

review session comment. 

7.2 OpenCV 

This example is based on the code of use case B of DECODER. 

The POST method (section 2.1) of the source code and of its Abstract Syntax Tree is integrated 

in the GUI of DECODER. This POST uploads into the PKM three artifacts related to source 

code, e.g., “raw source code”, “Abstract Syntax Tree” and “comments”. The comments are 

then automatically post-processed to create the “documentation” and the “annotation” artifacts. 

The artifacts are represented according to the JSON schemas defined in the PKM. 

The ASFM equivalence of the AST of the source code (see section 2.1.1) with its dependencies 

is provided in the Listing below: 
[ 

  {  

    "type": "namespace", 

    "name": "cv", 

    "file": "modules/core/include/opencv2/core/mat.hpp", 

    "start_line": 58, 

    "end_line": 3722, 

    "body": 

    [ 

      { 

        "type": "enum", 

        "name": "AccessFlag", 

        "start_line": 64, 

        "end_line": 65, 

        "body": [ ... ] 

      }, 

      { 

        "type": "class", 

        "name": "_OutputArray", 

        "line": 71 

      }, 

      { 

        "type": "class", 
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        "name": "_InputArray", 

        "start_line": 158, 

        "end_line": 261, 

        "fields_requires": 

        [ { 

            "type": "class", 

            "name": "Size", 

            "declaration": 

            {  

              "type": "typedef", 

              "path": "$cv.Size", 

              "file": "modules/core/include/opencv2/core/types.hpp", 

              "line": 347, 

              "requires":  

              [ { 

                "type": "template_class", 

                "name": "Size_", 

                "path": "$.cv.Size_", 

                "file": "modules/core/include/opencv2/core/types.hpp", 

                "start_line": 315, 

                "end_line": 341 

              } ] 

            } 

          } 

        ] 

        "compilation_requires": [ ... ] 

        "link_requires": [ ... ] 

        "body": 

        [ 

          { 

            "type": "enum", 

            "name": "KindFlag", 

            "body": [ ... ] 

          }, 

          { 

            "type": "constructor", 

            "name": "_InputArray", 

            "arguments": [ ] 

          }, 

          { 

            "type": "constructor", 

            "name": "_InputArray", 

            "arguments": 

            [ { 

                "type": "int_type", 

                "kind": "int" 

              }, 

              { 

                "type": "pointer", 

                "kind": "pointer", 

                "subtype": 

                  { 

                    "type": "void_type", 

                    "kind": "void" 

                  } 

              }, 

            ] 

          }, 

          { 

            "type": "constructor", 

            "name": "_InputArray", 

            "requires": 

            [ { 
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                "type": "class", 

                "name": "Mat", 

                "path": "$.cv.Mat", 

                "file": "modules/core/include/opencv2/core/base.hpp", 

                "line": 580 

              }  

            ] 

            "arguments": 

            [ { 

                "type": "reference", 

                "kind": "const_ref", 

                "subtype": 

                { 

                  "type": "class", 

                  "name": "Mat", 

                  "path": "$.cv.Mat", 

                  "file": "modules/core/include/opencv2/core/base.hpp", 

                  "line": 580 

                } 

              }, 

            ] 

          } 

        ] 

      } 

    ] 

  } 

} 

Listing 12: ASFM translation of Abstract Syntax Tree of the openCV class “_InputArray” 

The comments artifact makes the distinction between the doxygen comments of the source 

code and the ACSL++ annotations that are comments starting with a ‘@’ character. The 

doxygen comments are being translated in the ASFM documentation format as specified in 

section 2.1.2 (see the Listing below). 
[ 

  { 

    "name": "cv", 

    "classes":  

    [ 

      { 

        "name": "Mat", 

        "path": "$.cv.Mat", 

        "file": "modules/core/include/opencv2/core/mat.hpp", 

        "start_line": 601, 

        "end_line": 790, 

        "doc": "...", 

        "methods":  

        [ 

          { 

            "name": "Mat()", 

            "path": "$.cv.Mat()", 

            "start_line": 795, 

            "start_col": 5, 

            "end_line": 798, 

            "end_col": 86, 

            "doc": "These are various constructors that form a matrix. As noted in 

the AutomaticAllocation, often the default constructor is enough, and the proper 

matrix will be allocated by an OpenCV function. The constructed matrix can further 

be assigned to another matrix or matrix expression or can be allocated with 

Mat::create. In the former case, the old content is de-referenced." 

          }, 
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          { 

            "name": "Mat(int rows, int cols, int type)", 

            "path": ".cv.Mat(int rows, int cols, int type)", 

            "start_line": 810, 

            "start_col": 9, 

            "end_line": 814, 

            "end_col": 91, 

            "doc": "This is an overloaded member function, provided for convenience. 

It differs from the above function only in what argument(s) it accepts.", 

            "params": 

            [ { 

                "name": "rows", 

                "line": 803, 

                "start_col": 12, 

                "end_col": 45, 

                "doc": "is the number of rows in a 2D array" 

              }, 

              { 

                "name": "cols", 

                "line": 804, 

                "start_col": 12, 

                "end_col": 48, 

                "doc": "is the number of columns in a 2D array" 

              }, 

              { 

                "name": "type", 

                "start_line": 805, 

                "start_col": 12, 

                "end_line": 806, 

                "end_col": 91, 

                "doc": "type is the array type. Use type = CV_8UC1, ..., CV_64FC4 

to create 1-4 channel matrices, or CV_8UC(n), ..., CV_64FC(n) to create multi-

channel (up to CV_CN_MAX channels) matrices." 

              } 

            ] 

          } 

        ] 

      } 

    ] 

  } 

]  

Listing 13: ASFM translation of doxygen documentation of the openCV class “Mat” 

In fact, the OpenCV documentation is mainly oriented towards the developer/user of the 

methods. The reviewer should complete this documentation to explain how the algorithms and 

the data-structures are related and to ease the future maintenance; this is her/his role to bring 

some guarantees that the code is well written and will be maintainable. To enter this missing 

part of the documentation, the DECODER project has translated the doxygen documentation 

in a docx document. This enables to add schemas that will be used to enter the graphical 

representation of the different classes. Writing consequent documentation is also easier in 

docx format and it does not pollute the original source files. 

The tool doc_to_asfm is capable of managing such a documentation. It supports the following 

features: 

 exportation of the docx documentation in the ASFM documentation format to be sent 

to the “documentation” artifact; 
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 recognition of the “code formatted” parts to be recognized differently than the text code 

by the Natural Language Processing of WP2 – in order to produce formal annotations 

from the documentation; 

 recognition of the mathematical symbols like ≤ in the “logic/code formatted” parts of the 

documentation, which enables to translate them into logic formula. 

This work enables to prepare the next steps that are: 

 enriching the documentation with a graphical representation of the reviewed class; 

 for each method of the reviewed class, add pre-conditions, post-conditions, the 

methods called before our method, the methods to be called after our methods, the 

animation of the graphical representation for the big steps of the algorithm and the 

similar/orthogonal methods; 

 generations of the semi-formal annotations with the NLP techniques (WP2); 

 creation of valid abstraction of the source code and validation of the formal annotations 

(see subsections 4.2 and 4.3). 

7.3 Sat4J 

This example is based on use case D of DECODER: Application of DECODER to selected 

OW2 projects. Specifically, on the Sat4J project, a java open-source library for solving boolean 

satisfaction and optimization problems such as SAT, MAXSAT, and Pseudo-Boolean 

problems. Even though the library has not been implemented to be the fastest one for solving 

such problems, it has been designed following Java design guidelines and code conventions, 

software design patterns such as the decorator and strategy patterns, and it is full featured, 

robust, and user friendly.  

The repository of the Sat4j library is currently on the gitlab instance of OW2 at 

https://gitlab.ow2.org/sat4j/sat4j/. It contains the latest release (currently 2.3.6) of the different 

solvers included in the library, which are organized as separate folders in the repository. 

Besides source code, the gitlab repository also registers the typical information related to the 

project such as commits, branches, issues, tags, contributors, changes made after merging a 

request, etc. In addition, more information about the project is available at the official website 

(sat4j.org), which provides links to guides for using the Sat4j library21, project dependencies, 

the API documentation for the different releases22, etc. 

Regarding the source code, it is important to note that none of the Java projects hosted by 

OW2, including Sat4j, has JML annotations on it. However, these annotations are useful to 

provide semantics and formally describe the behavior of the Java source code being annotated 

(e.g., it prevents ambiguity with regard to the designers' intentions). Specially, from the 

reviewer point of view, having some JML annotations (even not complete) in the source code 

files can be very useful to perform her/his reviewing task. Therefore, in order to illustrate the 

Sat4J example we have made use of the jmlgen tool (https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/jmlgen), 

                                                

21 https://sat4j.gitbooks.io/case-studies/content/ 

22 Latest API published for release 2.3.4 at http://www.sat4j.org/maven234/apidocs/index.html 

https://gitlab.ow2.org/sat4j/sat4j/
https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/jmlgen
https://sat4j.gitbooks.io/case-studies/content/
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a tool that is being developed in DECODER and that adds some JML annotations to the source 

code being processed. Due to the early stage of development of the jmlgen tool, the set of 

annotations generated currently is quite limited. In fact, the type of annotations that can be 

generated include "non_null" annotations for methods, “pure" annotations for public member 

field getters to denote the stateless nature of the getter methods, and "modifies" annotations 

for methods that affect public member fields.  

Following the generic review process illustrated in Figure 25, the reviewer logs into DECODER 

platform and then selects one of the opened or pending review requests. Let us assume that 

she/he selects a review request related to the core23 part of the library, specifically the 

Solver.java file where the reviewer is asked to complete and/or update its documentation. 

For this purpose, through the GUI, the reviewer gets the ASFM specific part related to 

documentation of such java file as shown in Listing 14: 
{ 

  "type": "asfm_documentation", 

  "entity":"org.sat4j.core/src/main/java/org/sat4j/minisat/core/Solver.java", 

  "format": "docx", 

  "file-name": "Solver.docx" 

} 

Listing 14: ASFM header to update the documentation 

The documentation is generated by the pkm_to_doc utility implemented in DECODER based 

on existing documentation, the module hierarchy and the class diagram, formal annotations, 

source code (declaration of the class, fields of the class, called functions), and tests and 

analysis results previously executed over the source code under review. All inconsistencies 

found during the generation of the documentation process are marked as warnings, so the 

reviewer can easily identify potential problems in the related artifacts. 

As a result, the reviewer gets a document with the structure shown in Listing 15. She/he can 

check what is provided in each section of the document and update the content according to 

what she/he understands from the related source code.  
[ 

  { 

    "name": "minisat", 

    "classes":  

    [ 

      { 

        "name": "Solver", 

        "path": "$.minisat.Solver", 

        "file": "java/org/sat4j/minisat/core/Solver.java", 

        "start_line": 83, 

        "end_line": 2607, 

        "doc": "The backbone of the library providing the modular implementation 

of a MiniSAT (Chaff) like solver.", 

        "methods":  

        [ 

                                                

23 a lightweight constraint programming with a SAT solver 
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          { 

            "name": "Solver(LearningStrategy<D> learner, D dsf, IOrder order, 

RestartStrategy restarter)", 

            "path": "$.minisat.Solver(LearningStrategy<D> learner, D dsf, IOrder 

order, RestartStrategy restarter)", 

            "start_line": 225, 

            "start_col": 5, 

            "end_line": 228, 

            "end_col": 5, 

            "doc": "creates a Solver without LearningListener. A learningListener 

must be added to the solver, else it won't backtrack!!! A data structure factory 

must be provided, else it won't work either.", 

            "params": 

            [ { 

                "name": "learner", 

                "line": 225, 

                "start_col": 19, 

                "end_col": 45, 

              }, 

              { 

                "name": "dsf", 

                "line": 225, 

                "start_col": 48, 

                "end_col": 52, 

              }, 

              { 

                "name": "order", 

                "line": 225, 

                "start_col": 55, 

                "end_col": 66, 

              }, 

              { 

                "name": "restarter", 

                "line": 226, 

                "start_col": 13, 

                "end_col": 38, 

              } 

            ] 

          }, 

          { 

            "name": "IVecInt dimacs2internal(IVecInt in)", 

            "path": "$.minisat.Solver.dimacs2internal(IVecInt in)", 

            "start_line": 197, 

            "start_col": 5, 

            "end_line": 210, 

            "end_col": 5, 

            "doc": "Translates an IvecInt containing Dimacs formatted variables 

into and IVecInt containing internal formatted variables. Note that for sake of 

efficiency, the IVecInt returned by this method is always the same. DO NOT STORE 

IT N A CONSTRAINT.", 

            "params": 

            [ { 

                "name": "in", 

                "line": 197, 

                "start_col": 36, 
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                "end_col": 45, 

                "doc": "a vector of Dimacs formatted variables (e.g. 1,-2)" 

              } 

            ] 

            "result": 

            { 

              "doc": "a vector of variables using internal representation (e.g 2,5)" 

            } 

            "relatives": 

            [ { 

                "name": "LiteralsUtils", 

                "path": "$.LiteralsUtils", 

                "type": "class" 

              } 

            ] 

          } 

        ] 

      } 

    ] 

  } 

]  

 

Listing 15: Structure of the reviewer documentation for Sat4J 

When the reviewer finishes reviewing the generated documentation, s/he uploads her/his 

changes into the PKM. This is performed by the doc_to_asfm utility, which parses and 

compares the documentation modified by the reviewer with the documentation stored at the 

PKM to identify the changes performed during the reviewing activity. These changes should 

be transferred to the corresponding artifacts (e.g., a new field in the class is added in the 

documentation and therefore source code, class models and state machine models should be 

updated accordingly).  

7.4 Ethernet linux driver 

The Ethernet linux driver is the Use Case A of the DECODER project. The Ethernet driver is 

written in the C language. It nevertheless uses a lot of header files of the linux code to compile 

and a lot of code to create an executable version of the linux environment with a cross-compiler 

to test the driver. The challenge is to apply formal tools like Frama-C on the code of the driver, 

knowing that cross-compilation, complex header files with assembly is out of the scope of 

Frama-C. Moreover, the POST requests of the source files of the Ethernet driver fail because 

a cross-compiler is required to compile the source code and create an AST. 

The objective is then to create an abstraction of the linux source code, such that 

1. the Ethernet driver compiles – formal tools like Frama-C/WP (deductive verification) 

can in theory work on such code; but it requires formal annotations explaining the 

behavior of every call to the linux code. 

2. the Ethernet driver compiles and links – formal tools like Frama-C/EVA (abstract 

interpretation) can work on such code; it also requires a (state machine) executable 

model for every linux call. 
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3. the Ethernet driver compiles, links and has a realistic behavior on the test cases. This 

enables verification with tests and formal verification with Frama-C/EVA with minimal 

resources brought by the reviewer. 

The result is an abstraction of the Ethernet linux driver that can be stored in the PKM. For this 

use case, the reviewer job is then to define a realistic executable model (step 3) of the linux 

behavior in the ASFM format. 

The tool excavator24 enables to dig DWARF debugging information in ELF executable binaries. 

The demo applies the tool on an x86_64 Linux kernel, and tries to reverse engineer the 

compilation unit corresponding to Intel e1000e ethernet controller Linux driver. A testbench 

skeleton intended for testing the processed compilation units is also generated. The reverse 

engineering is limited to general code construction such as function prototypes and types. No 

source code is required: only an ELF executable binary file with DWARF debugging 

information is involved in the process. To obtain such a file for the sake of the Demo, the Linux 

kernel (version 4.9.207) source code was used as is, Linux building process was configured 

using File linux-4.9.207.config, and then Kernel was compiled using GCC 8.4.0. The tool 

configuration File used for the Demo is config.json25. 

The general workflow is presented in Figure 29. 

                                                

24 https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/driver_annotations/ /tree/features/excavator 

25 Available at 

https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/driver_annotations/-/blob/features/excavator/demo_excavator/config

.json 

https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/driver_annotations/blob/features/excavator/demo_excavator/config.json
https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/driver_annotations/blob/features/excavator/demo_excavator/config.json
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Figure 29: General workflow of the excavator tool 

The first task consists in configuring the Linux building process to build a Linux kernel with 

debugging information. 

In Linux source tree, enter the Linux kernel configuration menu as follows: 

$ make menuconfig 

Then enter Kernel Hacking (see Figure below), 
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and enable kernel debugging (see Figure below). 

 

Then, enter “Compile time checks and compiler options” (see Figure below), 
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and enable “Compile the kernel with debug info” and “Generate dwarf4 debug info” (see Figure 

below). 
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The Demonstration contains 4 steps: 

1. Build the provided Linux kernel by yourself (optional step, can be skipped) 

$ wget http://cdn.kernel.org/pub/linux/kernel/v4.x/linux-4.9.207.tar.xz 

$ tar -xf linux-4.9.207.tar.xz 

$ cd linux-4.9.207 

$ cp ../linux-4.9.207.config .config 

$ KCFLAGS='-gstrict-dwarf' make vmlinux 

$ cd .. 

2. Building the tool 

$ tar -xf unisim-excavator-0.2.0.tar.xz 

$ cd unisim-excavator-0.2.0 

$ ./configure --prefix=$(pwd)/tool 

$ make 

$ make install 

$ cd .. 

3. Configuring the tool (optional step, can be skipped) 

The tool has a configuration file (JSON format). 

Below is the configuration used for the Demo, see also File config.json: 
{ 

    "binary" : "vmlinux", 

    "sources" : 

    [ 

        "drivers/net/ethernet/intel/e1000e/80003es2lan.c", 

        "drivers/net/ethernet/intel/e1000e/82571.c", 

        "drivers/net/ethernet/intel/e1000e/ethtool.c", 

        "drivers/net/ethernet/intel/e1000e/ich8lan.c", 

        "drivers/net/ethernet/intel/e1000e/mac.c", 

        "drivers/net/ethernet/intel/e1000e/manage.c", 

        "drivers/net/ethernet/intel/e1000e/netdev.c", 

        "drivers/net/ethernet/intel/e1000e/nvm.c", 

        "drivers/net/ethernet/intel/e1000e/param.c", 

        "drivers/net/ethernet/intel/e1000e/phy.c", 

        "drivers/net/ethernet/intel/e1000e/ptp.c" 

        "net/ethernet/eth.c", 

        "net/core/dev.c", 

        "net/core/skbuff.c", 

        "net/core/dev_addr_lists.c", 

        "net/core/net-procfs.c", 

        "net/core/utils.c", 

        "net/core/net-sysfs.c", 

        "net/core/net_namespace.c", 

        "net/core/rtnetlink.c", 

        "net/core/dst.c", 

        "net/core/flow_dissector.c", 

        "net/core/link_watch.c", 

        "net/core/sock.c", 

        "net/core/scm.c", 

        "net/core/filter.c", 

        "net/core/datagram.c", 

        "net/core/ethtool.c", 

        "net/core/sock_reuseport.c", 

        "net/netlink/af_netlink.c", 

        "net/socket.c", 

        "arch/x86/lib/csum-partial_64.c", 

        "arch/x86/lib/csum-wrappers_64.c", 
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        "lib/once.c", 

        "lib/cmdline.c", 

        "lib/string.c", 

        "lib/ratelimit.c", 

        "lib/bitmap.c", 

        "lib/dynamic_queue_limits.c", 

        "lib/hexdump.c", 

        "lib/idr.c", 

        "lib/kobject.c", 

        "lib/kobject_uevent.c", 

        "lib/kstrtox.c", 

        "lib/nlattr.c", 

        "lib/iov_iter.c", 

        "lib/rbtree.c", 

        "lib/crc32.c", 

        "lib/random32.c", 

        "lib/siphash.c", 

        "lib/rhashtable.c" 

    ], 

    "suppress-types" : 

    [ 

        "__builtin_*" 

    ], 

    "suppress-functions" : 

    [ 

        "__compiletime_assert_*", 

        "__builtin_*", 

        "snprintf", 

        "sprintf", 

        "sscanf", 

        "strcspn", 

        "strncasecmp", 

        "strncat", 

        "vsnprintf", 

        "strspn", 

        "bcmp", 

        "fabs", 

        "strlen", 

        "strncmp", 

        "strncpy", 

        "memcmp", 

        "memmove", 

        "strchr", 

        "memset", 

        "strrchr", 

        "memchr", 

        "abort" 

    ], 

    "output-dir" : "out", 

    "verbose" : 2, 

    "dwarf-html-output-dir" : "dwarf" 

} 

The options are: 

 binary is the input ELF executable binary (with strict DWARF4 debug 

information, e.g. compiled with gcc -gdwarf-4 -gstrict-dwarf) to analyze 

(mandatory option). 

 sources are the list of compilation units to process; if not specified or empty, it 

means all compilation units. 
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 suppress-types is the list of types to suppress while analysis, e.g. types to be 

considered as compiler built-ins. 

 suppress-functions is the list of functions to suppress while analysis, e.g. 

functions to be considered as compiler built-ins. 

 output-dir is the output directory of the analysis (mandatory option); the result 

of the analysis is a reverse-engineered C source codes. 

 verbose is the level of verbosity (level 2 is the default) during analysis (0:errors, 

1:warnings, 2:info, 3:debug tool, 4:debug DWARF parser). 

 dwarf-html-output-dir is the directory where to dump DWARF debugging 

information as HTML; if not specified or empty, it means no dump. 

4. Running the tool 

$ ./unisim-excavator-0.2.0/tool/bin/unisim-excavator-0.2.0 config.json 

The results 

 in Sub-directory “dwarf”: an HTML dump of DWARF debugging information from 

File vmlinux26. 

 Files out/462.c, out/468.c, out/472.c, out/473.c, out/477.c, out/478.c, out/480.c, 

out/508.c, out/511.c, out/518.c, out/527.c, out/529.c, out/531.c, out/532.c, 

out/539.c, out/545.c, out/546.c, out/843.c, out/844.c, out/845.c, out/846.c, 

out/847.c, out/848.c, out/849.c, out/850.c, out/851.c, out/852.c, out/853.c, 

out/925.c, out/926.c, out/928.c, out/929.c, out/931.c, out/934.c, out/936.c, 

out/938.c, out/939.c, out/940.c, out/941.c, out/944.c, out/945.c, out/946.c, 

out/947.c, out/951.c, out/952.c, out/953.c, out/955.c, out/958.c, out/968.c, 

out/969.c, out/970.c: The files contain the reverse-engineered C source code of 

the Translation Units of the e1000e driver and the software stack it depends 

from. This software stack comes from the chain of function calls present in File 

vmlinux. 

 File out/testbench.c: The source code of a generated testbench skeleton for the 

e1000e driver from File vmlinux. 

This skeleton out/testbench.c enables to compile and link the Ethernet driver without the linux 

code. Obtaining a realistic model of linux for the Ethernet driver usage (objective 3) requires 

state machine models as described in subsection 4.2 of this document. They are not available 

for the moment, even if DECODER is currently working on them. 

The source code of the Ethernet linux driver that include the model “out/testbench.c” is sent to 

the PKM. This model is nevertheless empty and completing it with a realistic executable model 

requires at least 3 person months (261 functions to write and 3h for each). This is the job of 

the reviewer to complete it. To decrease the human investment in the model definition, we plan 

to follow the actions below: 

                                                

26 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vmlinux 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vmlinux
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1. apply the GET operations on some documented functions of the Ethernet driver to get 

a source code to investigate. 

2. launch the interactive formal analysis on these functions (see future deliverable D3.5). 

3. when the interactive analysis calls a linux function referenced in the model, then 

copy/paste the linux code of the called function and replace some documented 

concepts by a State Machine model (see Section 4.2). 

4. follow the interactive analysis until the end of the analyzed function and set 

assumptions/assertions when it is possible to avoid the analysis warnings. 

5. save the new model locally and call the UPDATE operation with the ASFM format to 

update the model. 

By repeating this process, completing the model should be far more efficient and the model 

should be consistent with the linux code and the driver point of view. At the end, the complete 

model should enable the formal complete verification of the Ethernet driver with Frama-C/EVA 

(Abstract Interpretation based analysis). 
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8 Summary and Conclusion 

This document has presented how the WP3 tools cooperate and exploit the ASFM language.  

Not all WP3 tools have the same level of maturity. They however converge towards a unified 

toolset with consistent concepts. 

ASFM improves the reviewer’s productivity by getting the minimal material to do her/his task. 

The GET operations provide only a small part of the source code, the documentation and the 

other artifacts. This small part does not prevent her/him from compiling, linking and executing 

the source code. Moreover, it enables to apply tools based on formal methods that have scaling 

problems on the complete projects and especially on the use-cases. 

ASFM also enables the reviewer to correct and to complete the artifacts. This format is suitable 

to compute the differences between the ASFM before the work of the reviewer and after her/his 

work. This computation creates patches that are applied on the original source files of the 

whole project. The application of the patches is then hidden behind the UPDATE operations 

provided in the GUI. Hence, the tools contribute to maintain a strong synchronization between 

the source code, the documentation, the UML models, the formal annotations and with the 

verification by tests and by formal methods. 

The WP3 tools and concepts have been experimented on parts of the DECODER Use Cases 

with different objectives in mind. Each time they solve a problem related to the specific use 

case. 
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